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1. Introduction

1.1 Background of the study

The origins of this study lie in an earlier research project which I conducted
in the early 1990s. In the context of professional ethics, that project (Heinonen
1995) dealt with the professional identity of journalists, and with the ideals
and practices of the profession. In the final chapter I tried to outline a study
that would identify how the journalistic profession and the professional role
of journalists might change in the so-called “information society”.

The main impetus for this was provided by the Internet, which at the time
was emerging as a serious issue in journalism with the introduction of new
graphical browsers of the World Wide Web. It was only then that the experi-
ments with online newspapers and other journalistic products on the Internet
seemed to warrant more than casual technical interest. At the same time, the
Internet was also becoming more relevant from the point of view of journal-
istic information gathering because numerous institutions and other sources
were beginning to use the Web as an information channel. And outside jour-
nalism, the Internet as a general communication medium was growing fast,
faster than anyone had expected; indeed some voices were predicting that
the “old media” would soon fade away. These developments were persua-
sive enough to encourage a research project that would analyse the effects of
the Internet on journalism and the journalistic profession.

Inspired by an evolving or even revolutionary field, my motivation has
not been purely academic. With a print journalist’s background I was a jour-
nalism lecturer at the time that the idea of this study began to take shape, and
I was obviously most interested in learning how to cope with questions of
online journalism in journalism education. On the other hand, during the
past few years I have been involved in various projects at the Tampere Jour-
nalism Research and Development Centre that have dealt with the new me-
dia and journalism. These have shown to me the importance of new commu-
nications technology to journalism. Thus this study wishes to have some
value for practical purposes as well, for those planning the future of journal-
ism education and for those developing journalism for and with new media.
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1.2 Research questions

The backbone of the project consists of four empirical studies carried out
between spring 1997 and winter 1998/99. These have been reported in full
in separate volumes (Heinonen 1997b, 1998c and d and 1999; all in Finn-
ish). In these studies I tried to cover the topic from different angles: One of
the studies was based on a survey among Finnish newspaper editors who
reflected from their viewpoint on the signs of change in journalism. Another
study approached the topic from the point of view of newspaper reporters,
and data were collected in focused interviews. Another set of interviews was
conducted with experts from a little further away from traditional media:
experts familiar with new media (especially the Internet) but also with jour-
nalism, helped to shape the change of journalism. The fourth study consisted
of an analysis of the content features of online publications from the per-
spective of journalism.

The basic research questions have been formulated by observing the pro-
fessional as well as the academic debate on the implications of new commu-
nication technology not only for journalism but also in society in general.
The focus, especially in journalism, has been on the Internet and its relation-
ship with journalism. Within, around and outside journalism it has been asked,
for instance, what features of the Internet, if any, are relevant to journalism.
It has also been asked whether newspapers and print journalism will vanish,
as was (once again) predicted in the mid-90s, or whether they will benefit
from the Internet. And will journalists become redundant in the Age of the
Net, or is there still need for journalistically mediated communication? And
if there is to be online journalism, will it be the “same old journalism” only
with new tools, or are new skills and attitudes required of journalists?

In this lively discussion it has been possible to distinguish three patterns
which form the focus of this study:

i Journalistic presentation and new communications technology (pub-
lishing on the Internet).
ii Journalistic information gathering and new communications tech-
nology (empowering journalists with the tools of the Internet).
iii The status and characteristics of journalists in the society of new
communications technology (professional role).

Equipped with this kind of curiosity, my research is rooted in the tradition of
journalism research. It has been my intention to say something about jour-
nalism, especially the journalistic profession in a social context which seems
to be changing. This indicates that my position towards journalism can be
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called anti-essentialistic, in other words, I do not see journalism as some-
thing that has always been the same, never mind that it should always remain
the same. My basic argument is that journalism is a social phenomenon: it
emerged as a consequence of certain social (including technological and
economic) developments and it is attached to certain cultural (including po-
litical) formations. From this it follows that as society or certain relevant
aspects of it change, so too is journalism liable to change. It should be added
that the relationship between journalism and society is interactional: while
journalism is moulded by developments in society, journalism (being part of
society) is itself shaping developments in society.

Although this study is journalism research, it obviously has other dimen-
sions as well due to the topic at hand. Firstly, analysis of the relationship
between the Internet and journalism brings the study close to (communica-
tions) technology research. Secondly, the very concept of the Information
Society, which is the underlying context of the study, has to be introduced at
least for the purposes of this work. Technology is an important factor on this
dimension, too, since it is the development of communications and network
technology that has provided the material base for the concept of the Infor-
mation Society.

What is significant, however, is that both these dimensions are subordi-
nated to the foundations of the study. The Internet as well as the concept of
the Information Society are tools which are used in studying journalism.
Although, in a way, technology sets the agenda for this study, it does not
determine it. To quote Manuel Castells (1996, 4): “...we must take technol-
ogy seriously, using it as the point of departure of this inquiry; we ought to
locate this process of revolutionary technological change in the social con-
text in which it takes place and by which it is being shaped...”. What I want
to do is reach a better understanding of the changing nature of journalism in
an era when important changes are occurring in society in relation to devel-
opments of communications technology.

1.3 Notes on the approach

One of the challenges in this kind of research is that the object of study is in
constant flux. Much of what was said about the Internet and media in the
early 1990s by now sounds quite archaic, and undoubtedly the researcher
would be in a much safer position if it were possible to lean on the safety-net
of hindsight. Nevertheless, I think it is important to try and analyse phenom-
ena when they are occurring and possibly even to influence the direction
they take. This can be described as an anticipating approach which tries to
illuminate the nature of ongoing processes. The important thing about this
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approach is that it is based on the research traditions of relevant fields, be-
cause although the actual topic of the contemporary analysis is new, it has
been in a way prepared by preceding developments (see Castells 1996, 329).

The perspective of the study is predominantly that of newspaper journal-
ism. There are several reasons why newspapers provide a useful prism for
the examination of the changes going on in journalism. Firstly, the newspa-
per may be regarded as the archetypal modern mass medium (McQuail 1994,
267), because it was in newspapers that journalism was established as a pro-
fession. Newspapers have also provided a showcase for the evolution of the
journalistic profession. Secondly, newspapers are the longest-surviving fo-
rum of journalism in spite of repeated challenges by various new innova-
tions in communications technology, notably radio and television. Indeed, it
can be said that newspapers have a collective memory of various strategies
of coping with new technology. Thirdly, the importance of studying newspa-
pers is underscored by their role in society. In spite of the broad spectrum of
communications media, the newspaper institution remains one of the corner-
stones of Western democracy. In the words of Colin Sparks (1996, 43): “The
nature and character of newspapers, their degree of freedom, their availabil-
ity and their content, are central to the citizen’s level of knowledge about the
world of politics and economics.” Fourthly, it has been suggested that in
newspapers the potential impact of Internet communications technology will
be most keenly felt. At least so far “The Net” has been seen as a greater
challenge to the print than to traditional electronic media, both in journalism
and in advertising.

The audience is present in this study mostly in relation to journalistic
work and its changes. This does not mean that the significance of the reac-
tions of the audience with regard to the development of journalism is ig-
nored. On the contrary, throughout this study it is made quite clear that in the
Age of the Net the relationship between the journalistic profession and the
audience will be most crucial (see also e.g. Dahlgren 1996, 68-70). Such
issues as the audience’s assessment of the performance of journalism, the
fragmentation of the audience and the audience’s attittudes towards new com-
munications technology are some of the topics which are relevant in this
respect and in themselves worthy of exhaustive examination. However, in
this study I will be looking upon these issues predominantly from the point
of view of journalism.

In describing the relationship between journalism and society, particu-
larly the interdependence between the evolution of journalism and journalis-
tic profession and, on the other hand, developments in different spheres of
society (which I call the “historicality of journalism”), I draw mostly on Brit-
ish and American scholars. I am aware that this approach is problematic
inasmuch as the emergence and development of journalism has been more
varied globally than can be presented in this study. Journalism has devel-
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oped differently in the USA and in Europe, and even in Europe there has
been variation from country to country, not to speak about the processes on
other continents. This is due to cultural, political, economic and other differ-
ences in different parts of the world. (On the differences between Anglo-
American and French journalism, see Chalaby 1996; on the formation of
journalism in Germany, see K. Pietilä 1980; on the developments in Finland,
see Aula 1991, Kahma 1979, Keränen 1979 and Tommila and Salokangas
1998).

On the other hand, I think the decision to focus on the Anglo-American
path of journalistic development is justified because the journalistic profes-
sion and its characteristics have evolved predominantly as a reflection of
developments particularly in the USA. Journalistic values, practices and genres
have very much taken shape in the USA, among other reasons because of
the scale of journalism as a social and business institution in that country.

It is indeed possible to distinguish - at least to a certain extent - common
features in how professional journalism and the professional journalist is
understood world-wide, with the origins of this idea of “global journalism
and journalist” lying very much in the role-models and ideals that have evolved
in the USA (on comparative analysis of professional journalism and journal-
ists, see Splichal and Sparks 1994, and Weaver 1998). This no doubt has to
do with the global hegemony of American culture since World War II, which
has also affected journalism research (see V. Pietilä 1997, 50) and perhaps
even more importantly, journalism education. It is also reflected in the tradi-
tion of relevant journalism research (the line of inquiry that studies profes-
sionalism in its social context) which - like so many other fields of social
science - is very much influenced by US scholars. This is not a unique fea-
ture of journalism research, but also typical of professionalism research in
general, as pointed out by Konttinen (1989, 1-6).

This setting also applies to the topic of this study: “If the first Industrial
Revolution was British, the first Information Technology was American...”
(Castells 1996, 53). The Internet first developed into a general communica-
tion device in the USA, and it is here that its journalistic use has also been
most advanced. The experiences and models of US media and the analyses
of journalism scholars are transported to Finland and other countries around
the world by way of constant interaction on a professional and academic
level - and via the Internet itself.

* * *

This report at hand summarises my research for this project. Chapter 2 elabo-
rates my basic approach towards journalism and its nature, and reviews the
concept of the Information Society in relation to journalism. Chapter 3 de-
scribes the characteristics of Internet communication and the issues it raises
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to journalism. Chapter 4 discusses the results of the four empirical studies.
And finally, in chapter 5, I reflect upon the findings of the study and try to
draw conclusions with regard to the practice and research of journalism.
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2. The basis: Journalism as a social
phenomenon

Before moving on to look more closely at the features and prophecies of the
Internet on journalism, it is necessary to define my approach to journalism
and the journalistic profession. In doing this, I lean on a research tradition
which understands journalism as a social phenomenon both on the level of
professional practices and professional ideals. This implies that journalism is
a variable rather than a constant. Its characteristics are shaped by various
developments in society, one of these being technological development. My
premise is then close to what Schudson (1996, 142) calls the “sociology of
the production of news”. I emphasise in my study the historicality of the
profession, meaning essentially three things:

a) the emergence of journalism and the journalistic profession was
connected to specific developments in society;
b) as society changes, so too do the characteristics of journalism evolve;
and
c) in the present day various social trends that can be condensed in the
term Information Society are important factors shaping journalism.

2.1 The historicality of the journalistic profession

To help contextualise the change of journalism in the Age of the Net, the
discussion below presents a condensed overview of the evolution of journal-
ism and the journalistic profession. Drawing mainly on the work of Anglo-
American scholars, it is my intention to outline a typified scheme of how
journalism as a specific profession appeared and has evolved.

2.1.1 Characteristics of the profession

2.1.1.1 Producers of a new commodity

Although in some sense journalism can be understood as part of a continuum
in the long tradition of human information exchange (see e.g. Stephens 1997),
a more viable approach is to look upon journalism as a result of specific
changes in society’s communication sphere. According to Carey (1997/1969,
128-129) Western countries experienced in the eighteenth and nineteenth
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centuries not only industrial revolution, but also a corresponding “revolu-
tion in communication and popular culture”. One dimension in this revolu-
tion is the “development of a new social role, the professional communica-
tor” (ibid., 132).

Carey’s “professional communicator” is a broad term that embraces a
range of professions or occupations: “A professional communicator is one
who controls a special skill in manipulation of symbols and who uses this
skill to forge a link between distinct persons or differential groups” (ibid.,
132). Members of the journalistic profession - reporters and editors - are
only one example of this new breed of professionals. For the purposes of this
study the essence, however, is that as a consequence of a certain social de-
velopment - the communications revolution - distinct occupational catego-
ries were born with distinct role identities (ibid., 133). The implication as far
as journalism is concerned is that prior to the formation of the “professional
communicator”, one can hardly talk about journalists as a specific profes-
sional category.

From the perspective of the history of journalism, the era of Carey’s com-
munications revolution in society was the era when journalism and the jour-
nalistic profession emerged. Chalaby (1998, see also Chalaby 1996) traces
this “invention of journalism” to the nineteenth century. Prior to that time the
press “was not a distinctive field of discursive production” (Chalaby 1998,
33). According to Chalaby there were no journalists but publicists who owned,
managed and edited the newspapers. These were people who wanted to air
their personal or interest-group opinions and thus influence the politics in
their communities (ibid., 15-18). Accordingly, the contents of newspapers
was not journalism, especially in the sense of news journalism, but mostly
articles of opinion.

The formation of the professional category of journalists was at once a
condition for and an outcome of the transformation of newspapers into more
business-like ventures. “News became an instrument of competition when
leading press-owners and editors began to use news coverage to gain com-
petitive advantage over rivals” (ibid., 78). Drawing on Schudson (1978, 25;
see also Carey 1997/1986, 157-159) one can describe this transformation by
saying that if earlier newspapers were providing a service to elites of socie-
ties, the then modern press sold a newly invented product - the news - to a
general audience (and at the same time sold the readership to advertisers).
Chalaby (1998, 65) calls this transformation “a rupture” in the history of the
press, and Schudson says that news was “an original product” (Schudson
1978, 25), both scholars thus indicating that journalism, as we understand it,
emerged at that stage.

The new commodity required its producers: enter the professional news
operative, the reporter. “Newspaper reporting...was a new information gath-
ering profession that arose in the mid-nineteenth century...” (Schudson 1995,
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49). The function of these professionals was to actively seek for new topics
to be reported in the form of news on the pages of newspapers. Since the
news had become a commodity in the media business, there was a growing
need to supply this commodity. To satisfy this need “leading newspapers
developed complex and expansive information gathering services” (Chalaby
1998, 79), and journalists with various tasks were at the core of these serv-
ices. These were men - indeed, mostly male - who worked with news to earn
a living, unlike earlier publicists who published to influence. “The institu-
tion of paid reporters was not only novel but, to some, shocking” (Schudson
1978, 24). A new profession was born.

An important dimension in this development of newspapers from one-
man-shops to bigger operations striving for revenues and directed by busi-
ness logic, was the organisational model that was adopted. When the need
for more diversified personnel became apparent, and reporters emerged as a
specific professional group, that marked the beginning of the division of
labour in newsrooms. This was followed by the emergence of professional
editors (in distinction to combined owner-publisher-editors) and numerous
other posts. The newspaper became an organisation. (Smith 1978, 165-166)
It is interesting to note how the overall spirit of industrialism was reflected in
journalistic organisations. The work process and corresponding organisa-
tion evolved to resemble the assembly-line, the icon of the Industrial Soci-
ety. As in factories, the tasks in newsrooms were broken down into smaller
parts, with each editorial worker adding a piece to the final product. (see
Rantz et al. 1997/1980) This general pattern continues to prevail even to-
day1, meaning that typically the relationship between the journalist and the
final outcome of the journalist’s work is rather vague.

2.1.1.2 Evolving practices

Ever since the emergence of the journalistic profession, the practices in this
field have been constantly evolving, leading gradually to patterns that can
be called rituals of the profession. Working practices have appeared, devel-
oped and changed in accordance with the various factors that have shaped
and reshaped the frames within which journalists work. There is no doubt
that these practices are still continuing to evolve.

Reporting itself was a novelty which emerged with the new product, the
news. Chalaby (1998) sees reporting as the most important feature in the
evolution of journalism. Referring to the “rupture” that brought about jour-
nalism, Chalaby says that “reporting is a purely journalistic practice differ-

1 A useful illustration of the news-production process is given in Ericson  et al. 1987, 98; it is
developed in Sirkkunen and Kuusisto 1999.
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ent in character to discursive practices employed by publicists and literary
authors”. The essential feature of reporting is that it is fact-centred, dissociat-
ing facts from opinions as well as emotions. (ibid., 128-129) A major con-
tributing factor was shorthand, which “was the first of that long series of
journalistic techniques which...promise the reader the complete recovery of
some semblance of reality” (Smith 1978, 161). Hence reporting enhances
the image of the reporter as a by-stander instead of a partisan in the events.

The interview is another example of the evolutionary nature of journalis-
tic working practices. As Schudson (1995, 72-93) and Chalaby (1998, 127-
128) point out, interviewing as a journalistic tool greatly affected journalism
and the profession. Before the invention of the interview, reporting consisted
largely of observing and writing verbatim accounts of what was observed or,
alternatively, publishing document texts. Asking questions and even more,
quoting the answers in the news text was initially so strange a practice that
the pioneers of interviewing had to explain to the readers what they were
doing (Schudson 1995, 48). The significance of this new practice for jour-
nalists was that it gave them more control over reporting than before. Jour-
nalists could dictate the contents of the report by choosing first the inter-
viewees and then the questions. This way the new practice empowered jour-
nalists with a strengthened professional status.

A more recent journalistic practice is investigative reporting (see Ettema
and Glasser 1998, Meyer 1991). The essence of the various methods em-
ployed in this practice is that instead of conveying facts (or items considered
as facts) journalists reveal facts. This refers to techniques that are quite simi-
lar to those used by researchers: systematic data analysis, comparison of
different document materials, utilisation of computer-assisted methods, etc.
This practice stages journalists as an independent and increasingly self-sus-
taining group of professionals in sole control of news contents, but still
determinantly “mere observers of fact” who do not make value judgements
(Ettema and Glasser 1998, 61). Corroboration for this role-image is drawn
from the science whose methods are being applied in journalism: “The jour-
nalist who adapts the tools of scientific method to his or her own trade can be
in a position to make useful evaluations with the more powerful objectivity
of science” (Meyer 1991, 13).

In the evolution of these concrete practices one can distinguish a pattern
of professional positioning of journalists. This positioning is on the one hand
characterised by detachment from the society represented in the news, and
on the other hand by a strive for authority of the news. This leads us to
another feature of the profession, which also defines the nature of journal-
ism, namely the development of the professional identity of journalists.
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2.1.1.3 Detaching professional identity

The path to a distinct professional identity of journalist can be traced back to
the stage when journalists started to become aware of themselves as a certain
category of “professional communicators”. Schudson (1995) describes how
in the USA “reporters in the late nineteenth century came to identify with
one another across newspapers”. This was connected to changes in working
practices. As was pointed out earlier, for instance interviewing gave journal-
ists more control over the communication act, thus enhancing the role of the
journalist from a conveyer of a message to an active player in this process.
The consequences were twofold: the professional reporter became a visible
public type and began to achieve work-related identity. (ibid., 91-92)

The professional identity of journalists has been formed and consolidated
by various means: partly by adopting new and more “professional” working
practices, partly by forming professional unions and associations (see Elliot
1978), and even by pursuing a position as an object of science (V. Pietilä
1997, 94). An important factor in the construction of professional self-iden-
tity has been the system of professional ethics. As White (1989) points out,
the development of professional ethics is connected with the efforts of pro-
fessions to gain (better) social status. A key feature of professional ethics is
that it is formal, i.e. there exist codes of professional conduct which - at least
ideally - are terms of reference for applying practices in everyday work. As
we know, journalists do have codes of conduct and they are basically rather
similar all around the world (see e.g. Laitila 1995). Another important aspect
is that these codes, and ethical systems in general, are created and enforced
by self-regulation of the profession itself, though often the processes for
creating formal ethical codes and systems are launched by forces external to
the profession. Indeed, even in the case of journalism the profession has
shown exceptional activity in the field of self-regulation when pressures from
other sectors in society have been growing. (Heinonen 1995, 62-63) In other
words, journalists have defended the purity of their profession against out-
side influence by claiming that the profession by itself is capable of main-
taining the quality of journalistic performance.

Professional ethics and its principles can be seen as a self-portrait of jour-
nalists, painted by the profession itself and portraying the motif as it itself
wants to be seen. Codes of conduct thus present the ideals of the profession,
and although these ideals do not always match with reality (see Heinonen
1996), they are important elements in characterising the journalistic profes-
sion.

Another picture of journalists’ self-identity can be drawn from outside the
profession. In the study of journalistic practices, journalism scholars have
observed that “not only journalists work in particular kinds of organizations,
but their work draws and depends on particular cultural traditions” (Schudson
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1995, 13). These traditions guide everyday tasks in newsrooms so that jour-
nalists adhere to certain routines or rituals which constitute basic directives
for their performance (see e.g. Nohrstedt and Ekström 1994, Shoemaker and
Reese 1996, Tuchman 1978). These rituals are not necessarily overt, but
they are grounded in “tacit competencies that are learned and reproduced in
everyday tasks by way of following the example of older professionals...”
(Kunelius 1998, 217). Rituals carry with them elements of professional prin-
ciples, since they concern not only practical aspects of journalistic work but
also, for instance, define the status of journalists towards sources, the audi-
ence, etc. In contrast to codes of conduct, rituals show journalists in earthly
practices. In this way journalistic rituals expose the mundane self-identity of
journalists rather than the professional ideal.

Despite their apparent differences, both the idealistic self-portrait and the
outsiders’ view of journalistic rituals convey largely the same message about
the professional identity of journalists. Professional ethics - as part of a cam-
paign to raise the status of the profession - underlines the autonomy of the
profession. The underlying theme of ethical codes is the positioning of jour-
nalists in control of the communication process (though as servants of the
audience), but as observers who do not make value judgements. In the eyes
of more critical scholars, journalistic rituals strengthen the professional iden-
tity of journalists as something which translates objectivity into non-respon-
sibility and even non-caring practices. Although journalists insist that they
are in control of the communication process and fiercely resist attempts to
challenge this, they still declare - in the name objectivity - that as profession-
als they are merely observing and reporting, without being participants in
the matters on which they are reporting.

Although there are of course different nuances in how journalists per-
ceive their professional role and although even the possibility of being a
value-free communicator has been forcefully challenged (see e.g. Ettema
and Glasser 1998; Schudson 1995), it seems that the current journalistic iden-
tity is characterised by two closely interwoven basic elements: self-
sustainablity and detachment. These both reflect journalists’ strive for an
autonomous standing in society, strive for a status similar to that of tradi-
tional professions such as law and medicine. Although journalism is not a
closed profession, the efforts to maintain its standards by internal mecha-
nisms help to create an image of an autonomous entity. Similarly, intentional
efforts to create distance between the objects of reporting and journalists is a
means to strengthen the image of a profession outside or preferably above
mundane social contradictions. These characteristics are not of course al-
ways consciously present in the journalist’s work, but they do exist in the
profession’s collective identity and are reproduced in journalistic practices.
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2.1.2 Reasonings of the change

After accepting the premise that journalism and the journalistic profession
are evolving phenomena, the next obvious question is, what are the forces or
agents that affect journalism so that its characteristics, even ideals change?
The tradition of journalism research that traces the origins of transformations
in journalism2 draws our attention to the main elements that should be taken
into account. Starting out from Schudson (1996; see also Schudson 1978,
especially pp. 31-43) but adding components from other scholars, I present
in the following a framework of reasonings for the change of journalism.
These reasonings are patterns of explanations as to why journalism is like it
is and why journalists are like they are and why they work the way they do.
The overall context is of course society as a whole, but within this context it
is possible to distinguish four reasonings of change: socio-cultural, busi-
ness, technological and professional-normative reasoning.

Admittedly, these reasonings sometimes overlap and always affect one
other. Also, the strength of any individual reasoning affecting journalism
varies at different times, resulting in different “balances of power”. At the
moment, for instance, the technological reasoning is clearly quite a strong
agent of change in journalism, directing at least in part the business deci-
sions in the media. Similarly, technological change seems to be moulding
the profession’s norms and values at the moment. What is most important,
however, is that the relationship between journalism and these four reason-
ings is one of interaction: journalism shapes for instance the culture of soci-
ety as well as media technology, which in turn shape journalism. The signifi-
cance of this categorisation is that it helps a) to illustrate the situation of
journalism in a changing social environment, and b) to contextualise the
Internet as a force of change in journalism. (See Figure 2.1)

Socio-cultural reasoning refers to a broad range of factors located in the
social, cultural, political and even demographic domains of society. For in-
stance, the fact that the audience(s) of journalism has changed in both scope
and in nature over time has certainly affected journalism. The growth of
literacy has brought new sectors of the public within reach of journalism
(Schudson 1978, 35-39), and changes in lifestyles and living conditions (ur-
banisation, both parents working, single-parent families, ageing populace,
unemployment) affect the ways in which the public consumes or is able to

2 Again we are trekking in the field of the sociology of journalism rather than, for instance, of
journalism or media history, the latter often being blind to the topics relevant here. As Carey (1997,
332-333) puts it: “...journalism needs a more usable history, one focused on practice...because the
existing histories are largely histories of technology...or histories of bureaucracies...or of abstract
processes...but not of a continuous social practice possessed of a distinctive nature, grounded in
democratic aspirations, but variable across times, technology, and bureaucracies.”
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consume the products of journalism. And not only that, but also the expecta-
tions towards journalistic performance vary in different social and cultural
settings.

Socio-cultural reasoning also embraces the problematic concept of de-
mocracy. According to Carey (1997, 333) “journalism begins at the birth of
modern democracies” and is thus tied with a specific political system. Per-
haps it is not necessary to be too rigid about the symbiotic relationship of
journalism and democracy, but it is true that often the expectations towards
the performance of journalism assume that the political context is a democ-
racy. For instance, when McQuail (1992, 1997) talks about the public inter-
est and media, he is clearly presupposing Western democracy as an overall
context. He also points out that changes in social value “climates” change
attitudes towards media. An important factor which in a way mediates be-
tween democratic society and journalism is statutory regulation. This regula-
tion, carried out by public authorities and assuming various forms from leg-
islation to public subsidies to the media, is not only national but also
transnational (Heinonen 1995, 59).

At the risk overloading this category with meanings, I still want to include
culture with its various dimensions in this socio-cultural reasoning of the
change of journalism. Itself a form of human culture, journalism is inevita-
bly affected by changes in cultures of societies - national as well as inter-
national. “[News]... is a form of culture invented by a particular class at a
particular point of history”, argues Carey (1989, 21). On the basis of Carey’s
approach it is possible to conclude that journalism and its practical methods
correspond to the prevailing hegemonic culture in a society. This general

Figure 2.1. Reasonings of change in journalism.
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notion does not exclude variations between different cultures or the exist-
ence of sub-cultures internationally as well within nations, and journalism
which corresponds to those, but merely states the position of mainstream
journalism in Western societies.

Business reasoning is a pattern of explanations for the change in journal-
ism that has two faces. First, there is a tradition which in fact falls outside of
journalism research but which in my opinion should not be omitted. I am
referring to approaches that take the business side as a primary purpose of
journalism, without any or hardly any problematisation. This approach can
be called the business-economy view, the origins of which lie more in the
field of economics than in media studies. The approach often has a vocabu-
lary all its own when it talks about journalism: news is “a product”, newspa-
pers and other media are “industry” and the public consists of “consumers”
or “customers” (see e.g. recent reports on the future of the press: The Future
of...1998; Strategic...1996). In essence this approach equates journalism to,
say, pulp production, deriving the necessities for the change from the bottom
line of balance sheets.

Another tradition is that of political economy. With a common basis in a
critical attitude towards the dominance of business interests over journalism,
this tradition is quite diverse. Some arguments focus on the discrepancy be-
tween the professional ideals of journalism and corporate business culture.
The blame is put on faceless corporate owners and investors who have seized
the power in journalism from supposedly more pure-hearted executives:
“Newsrooms have begun to reflect the direction of managers with MBAs
rather than green eyeshades” (McManus 1994, 1). As a consequence “...mar-
ket journalism is...designed to serve the profit-maximising interest of the
firm” (ibid., 184). Another line of argumentation stresses that the nature of
media and journalism is inherently that of commodity production. This ap-
proach sees mass media as “industrial and commercial organisations which
produce and distribute commodities” (Golding and Murdock 1979, 210; see
also Garnham 1979).

Yet another approach is the one that underlines the word political in the
term political economy. Studies by the Glasgow University Media Group
(Eldridge 1995 and Philo 1995), Schiller (1996) and Herman and Chomsky
(1988) place journalism in the context of the dual structure of the state and
the (capitalist) economy and hold that under the magnifying glass. Some-
what similarly as the business economy approach, but from a totally differ-
ent perspective, this approach sees business as an integral part of journalism.
Since private business, especially big private business in a capitalist state is
intertwined with political power, the argument is that “...the ‘societal pur-
pose’ of the media is to inculcate and defend the economic, social, and po-
litical agenda of privileged groups that dominate the domestic society and
the state” (Herman and Chomsky 1988, 298).
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A somewhat more moderate perspective sees the business economy as a
self-evident background of journalism, but refuses to be captured by the
business logic and assumes a critical standpoint towards the influence of
business on journalism. In this perspective, it is claimed that “the emergence
of journalism is related to the development of the capitalist market economy”
(Chalaby 1998, 66). And although business interests are not necessarily the
sole factors that affect journalism, they are nonetheless the most important
ones; the shape of journalism is “determined, albeit in a deflected way, by
market forces” (ibid.).

Technological reasoning has an ambiguous standing in the debate about
journalism and its change. On the one hand technology is seen as an autono-
mous agent which develops according to its own inner logic and then causes
this or that in journalism. Moreover, technology is often placed outside jour-
nalism - or even culture - in some sphere of its own from where it then
affects other spheres. Throughout Western highly industrialised nations
“...technology is the center of civic life, the one unquestioned good, before
which we both worship in awe and collapse in fear” (Carey 1997, 317)3. On
the other hand technological explanations are seen as subordinate to other
factors affecting journalism. For instance, Schudson (1996, 146) describes
technology only as “a feature of political economy”, thus diminishing its
role to a variable defined by business reasoning. This approach may under-
estimate the value of technological reasoning, but it is nonetheless important
to state that technology is not “a force outside culture... but...intrinsically
cultural” (Carey 1997, 317). Applied to the present topic, this statement means
that when we are talking about the change of journalism and the journalistic
profession in the age of new communications technology, the discussion
cannot be limited to technology.

Despite the debate of the nature of technological reasoning, it is clear that
the evolution of journalism has been greatly affected by developments in
technology. In fact technological reasoning appears to be practically omni-
present when the discussion turns to the emergence and development of
journalism. According to Schudson (1978, 31) “The pertinence of a techno-
logical explanation to radical changes in journalism in the 1830s is beyond
question”. He refers to the developments in printing technology, paper manu-
facture and transportation means. Shoemaker and Reese (1996, 215) say
that “the technological revolution that occurred during the 1880s and 1890s
revolutionized the mass media”, also indicating that later technological de-
velopments, and computerisation in particular, have also had deep effects on

3 Carey refers specifically to the situation in the USA, but at least to some extent this description also
applies to for instance Finland - one has but to observe the daily debate of the Information Society
and examine how public R & D funding is allocated between different disciplines.
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journalism. And even Carey (1989, 190), while sceptical about the potency
of technological reasoning, refers to innovations such as printing, electrical
communication and digitalisation in his discussion of “communications revo-
lution”.

The effects of no technological innovation on journalism will of course
be linear. Although we cannot go into an in-depth discussion of critical theo-
ries on how technology in general develops and is adopted in society, it is
important to point out that, as Chalaby (1998, 42) phrases it: “An error...is to
establish a direct relationship between [journalistic] discourse and technol-
ogy.” According to Chalaby, the impact of technology on journalism is me-
diated by the internal rules of journalism. Even if a new technology becomes
available (as the Internet in our time), the mere existence of this technology
does not lead to its adaptation in journalism. Like Schudson, Chalaby points
out that it is business reasoning which is in the decisive role here. The atti-
tudes of the work-force are also relevant at least to some extent, as can be
seen in a comparison of the history of newsroom computerisation in Britain
and Finland. For various reasons journalists in Britain took a rather negative
attitude towards what at the time was new technology, which resulted in
problems in the introduction of computers. Finnish journalists, on the other
hand, have coped with computers quite smoothly (see Heinonen 1998a, 172).

The relationship between technology and journalism is not a one-way
road; it is not always the technology that shapes journalism. Even in the
early decades of journalism, newspapers actively stimulated technological
innovation. They needed more efficient printing presses to satisfy the grow-
ing markets with broadening audiences, and so the proprietors invested in
new technology. (Schudson 1978, 33-34) Today we can see how the media
are pouring vast amounts of money into research and development projects
in which the Internet is being moulded to meet the needs of journalism. Tech-
nology and journalism live in a symbiotic relationship, influencing each oth-
er’s evolution.

Professional-normative reasoning refers to a set of explanations in which
the emphasis is on the role of working journalists as an agent shaping jour-
nalism. Therefore it is important to understand why journalists are like they
are and why they operate the way they do. Professional-normative reasoning
links to the characterisation of the profession discussed earlier, but from a
different angle. It is possible to identify at least the following four elements
which constitute professional-normative reasoning.

Firstly, it is possible to explain the nature of and changes in journalism by
reference to journalists’ personal attributes. For instance, one can pay atten-
tion to journalists’ age, education or gender. Similarly, the explanations can
be based on variations in journalists’ political attitudes or other personal val-
ues. Although it has been difficult to show how these personal attributes
affect the content and practices of journalism, it is rather obvious that in all
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walks of life the individual’s personal background is also present at work.
(Shoemaker and Reese 1996, 63-103)4

Secondly, as was pointed out earlier, it is often perceived that journalists
rely on certain repetitive methods in their assignments. The essence of these
professional routines or rituals is that they are “patterned, routinized, repeated
practices and forms that media workers use to do their jobs” (ibid., 105).
Partly these routines are necessary means with which journalists survive
through the day and manage their work. On the other hand, the routines tend
to lead for instance to the use of routine sources, usually official channels of
information. In this way, professional routines shape the performance of jour-
nalism.

The third aspect is that of professional ethics. As was pointed out earlier,
the ethical system of the journalistic profession is partly the result of the
profession’s effort to improve its status. In this sense the ethical system -
codes of conduct, possible sanction systems, etc. - reflects the image that the
profession has of itself and of its role in society. This self-created image is of
course an ideal and is often set aside when everyday decisions are made, but
even so ethics has a normative influence on journalistic practice and per-
formance. At least to some extent the ethical norms guide professional rou-
tines by presenting general recommendations for acceptable conduct.

The last aspect in professional-normative reasoning is the social origin of
the profession’s norms and values. Although the ideal norms presented in
codes of conduct typically carry the flavour of philosophy and deal with
such issues as truth and honesty, they are not exactly products of deep
deontological discussion (White 1989, 46). Besides being a self-portrait of
the profession, the established norms reflect society’s prevailing expecta-
tions towards journalism, they are “sociohistorical constructions” (Schudson
1997, 79). It can be said that professional norms are - from one side - an
interpretation of public interest claims towards journalism (see McQuail 1992).
Here it is not necessary to judge how accurately the expectations of the pub-
lic are translated into professional values and norms for the performance of
the journalist. The maint point is that social valuations affect journalism
through professional values.

4 Profiles of journalists from all over the world can be studied in Weaver 1998.
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2.2 Information Society and journalism

Turning to the characteristics of present-day society and elements of change
within this society, I will now locate this study in the debate about the Infor-
mation Society.5 I will start with a brief and condensed inventory of the trends
in our society that are relevant in this regard, and from these derive an out-
line of the changing eras. Lastly, I will assess the new trends in society from
the point of view of the change to journalism.

2.2.1 Signs of change

It is possible to identify five clusters of various social phenomena occurring
in our time and supposedly marking the change from industrialised society
to the Information Society. This is based on Webster’s (1995, 6-23) analysis6

but augmented with other material.
First, there are developments that are technological by nature. In this “the

key idea is that breakthroughs in information processing, storage and trans-
mission have led to the application of information technologies (IT) in virtu-
ally all corners of society” (ibid., 7). According to Castells (1996, 29) our
“material culture” is being transformed by what he calls “a new technologi-
cal paradigm organized around information technologies”. Among the char-
acteristics of this Information Technology Paradigm is “the networking logic
[emphasis removed - A.H.] of any system or set of relationships using these
new information technologies”. Another feature is that specific technologies
seem to be converging into integrated systems. “Thus, microelectronics, tel-
ecommunication, optoelectronics, and computers are all now integrated into
information systems”. (ibid., 61-62) Dizard (1997, 32) says that this devel-
opment is “creating an information structure that is reshaping the American
society and, by extension, the rest of the world”.

Another dimension of change is economic. On one level this refers to the
growing importance of so-called information industries and their contribu-

5 One problem with the topic of the Information Society is the vagueness of the terminology. Webster
(1995, 24) goes so far as to say that the concept “information society” itself is “far too inexact to be
acceptable as a definitive term”. Indeed, several terms have been offered which at least partially cover
the same research area (post-modern, post-industrial, post-fordist) (Kasvio 1998, 1) but I have
nonetheless opted to use “Information Society” because of its connotative suitability for this study.
6 To be fair to Webster, it must be said that he takes a very critical attitude towards defining our society
as the Information Society. The definitions that he analyses and that are also introduced here - though
in an elaborated form - “are in truth vague and imprecise, incapable on their own of establishing
whether or not an ‘information society’ has arrived” (Webster 1995, 29). However, for the purposes
of this study, Webster’s analysis is a useful tool for describing the change in society.
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tion to nations’ gross national product (GNP). (Webster 1995, 11) On a more
comprehensive level it is underlined that “productivity and competitiveness
of units or agents in this [informational] economy (be it firms, regions, or
nations) fundamentally depend upon...knowledge-based information”
(Castells 1996, 66). This new type of economy - “information economy”
(Webster 1995, 11) or “informational economy” (Castells 1996, 66) - is char-
acterised by its global network nature: “...under the new historical condi-
tions, productivity is generated through and competition is played out in a
global network of interaction” (ibid.).

Thirdly, the debate about the Information Society has an occupational
dimension. According to Webster’s (1995, 13) interpretation this refers to the
development towards a social situation where “the predominance of occupa-
tions is found in information work”. Lyon (1995, 61) also points out that this
occupational argument is central to much of the information society dis-
course, and Castells (1996, 218) formulates this trend by saying that “there
is indeed a tendency toward a greater informational content in the occupa-
tional structure of advanced societies”. On the other hand, it is important to
note that not only are there new occupations emerging and others disappear-
ing, but also the contents and practices of traditional occupations are chang-
ing because of, or at least in relation to information technology (Castells
1996, 217-218; Kasvio 1997, 99-101).

Furthermore, one can note the increasing importance of networks in soci-
ety on the concrete as well as symbolic level. Webster (1995, 18) refers to
information networks which connect locations and in consequence have
“dramatic effects on the organisation of time and space”. According to
Castells (1996, 2) “interactive computer networks are growing exponentially,
creating new forms and channels of communication”. But there is more than
these “hardware networks” in what is happening. Network is becoming a
metaphor applicable to various spheres in society as well as society as a
whole. In economy, one can say that “the basic unit of economic organiza-
tion is not a subject, be it individual...or collective... the unit is the network
[emphasis removed -A.H.] made up of a variety of subjects and organiza-
tions” (ibid., 198). In politics Castells (1998, 330-332) sees that the process
of European unification is leading to a network state which “is characterised
by the sharing of authority...along a network”. In addition, the networks have
important effects on how we experience the world and each other because of
new limits for time and space: “All things happen in particular places and at
specific times, but the characteristics of space and time have been trans-
formed with the advent of the ‘network society’”. The constraints of space
have been limited and time has shrunk because of the immediacy of network
communication (Webster 1995, 20). Because of the seemingly all-embrac-
ing importance of networks in the change of the social era, I prefer to call
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this dimension a networking logic in society (see Castells 1996, 61-62) in-
stead of using Webster’s (1995, 18-20) term “spatial” which, to my mind, is
more limited.

Finally, there is a cultural dimension in the trends of change in our soci-
ety. This refers to the expansion of the informational content of present-day
life. According to Webster (ibid., 21-22), “contemporary culture is mani-
festly more heavily information laden than any of its predecessors”. This is
due to the increase in the volume of information which is in social circula-
tion. Webster notes that there “is simply a great deal more of it about than
ever before”. We are living in a society which is media-saturated and we are
constantly exchanging and receiving messages about ourselves and others.
In the midst of this overflow of mediated messages there is one aspect which
should be mentioned with regard to the change of journalism. According to
Castells (1996, 3, 331, 337-342) one characteristic of media operations is
that until the last quarter of the twentieth century, “the audience was seen as
a largely homogenous, or susceptible to being made homogenous”, but at
the moment “social fragmentation spreads, as identities become more spe-
cific and increasingly difficult to share”.

2.2.2 Shaping the change

Assessment of the trends in society described above should be commenced
by reminding ourselves of the nature of society at the time journalism origi-
nated. According to Carey (1997, 322) the emergence of the present com-
munications system can be attached to the rise of modern or industrial soci-
ety, which in turn developed in conjunction with the introduction and diffu-
sion of certain technologies. From the point of the social nature of journal-
ism, two of the various new technologies are particularly noteworthy: “The
technologies that made the modern era possible were the telegraph and the
railroad.” The importance of these technologies for journalism and the com-
munications system as a whole was not only in the technical aspects of, say,
telegraph, but in the social process they enabled: “When the railroad and
telegraph had linked every town and time[zone], a national system of com-
munications, regular and periodical, was possible for the first time... No longer
would people live in isolated island communities...”

Carey’s account tells about the formation of a wide and relatively homog-
enous audience in the course of the development of industrial society and
within the framework of the nation-state. This is one feature that ties up jour-
nalism with the emergence of industrial society. We can also recall that jour-
nalism itself and the journalistic profession were results of new develop-
ments in the fields of technology (e.g. printing presses), economics (news as
a product, promoting commodity sales by advertising) and politics (modern
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democracies) and that these developments were closely connected to the
emergence of industrial society. Furthermore, it is possible to see how even
within journalistic institutions the spirit of industrialism prevailed in the form
of factory-like production processes and hierarchic organisations.

Society today seems to be undergoing a crucial transformation from the
industrial era to the information era.7 Castells (1996, 17) describes this as a
change from an industrial mode of development to an informational one. In
the former, “the main source of productivity lies in the introduction of new
energy sources”, while in the latter “the source of productivity lies in the
technology of knowledge generation, information processing, and symbol
communication”. Based on this distinction, we are experiencing a change
which has broad and profound effects on society. Following Castells (1998,
340-349), it is possible to outline the change as follows.

First, the relationships of production are changing. Although society still
is essentially capitalistic, this is a new kind of capitalism (which Castells
calls informational capitalism). Its features include that “information tech-
nology and the cultural capacity to use it, are essential” in production. Also,
labour is redefined “and sharply differentiated according to workers’ charac-
teristics”, education being the critical quality in this. Secondly, social class
relationships are changing so that there is a tendency towards increased in-
equality and polarisation. With this there is taking place a process of social
exclusion, which means that “a considerable number of humans...are irrel-
evant both as producers and consumers, from the perspective of the system’s
logic”. An additional feature is that the system only appreciates “those knowl-
edge generators and information processors whose contribution is most im-
portant” - most other workers being potentially replaceable by machines.
Thirdly, in the sphere which can be called politics in the terms of industrial
society, the power relations are being transformed. This “concerns the crisis
of the nation-state as a sovereign entity, and the related crisis of political
democracy” [emphasis removed - A.H.]. Though power does not disappear,
“the new structure of power is dominated by a network geometry, in which
power relationships are always specific to a given configuration of actors
and institutions”, implying a society prone to swiftly appearing periods of
confusion. Fourthly, on a level which perhaps can be described as more
personal or intimate, the relationships of experience are also changing, with
a “profound redefinition of family, gender relationships, sexuality, and, thus,
personality”.

These changes “converge toward the transformation of material founda-
tions of social life, space and time” [emphasis removed - A.H.]. For the so-

7 Again I am referring mainly to Western countries, and even here these developments are not
uniform.
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cial roots of journalism this is important because “throughout history, cul-
tures have been generated by people sharing space and time”. (Castells 1998,
349) Carey (1997, 323-324) underlines the effects of the rupture in the socio-
cultural basic settings upon the traditional communications system: “The in-
tegration of cable, satellite, and computer not only permitted but also imag-
ined new conceptions of time and space, beyond those rooted in the national
system...” According to Castells (1998, 350) we are moving towards a cul-
ture of “real virtuality” which “has emerged from the superseding of places
and the annihilation of time”.

Out of all these profound changes there is emerging a new era where
“industrial” as a basic concept describing our societies is no longer valid.
Castells (ibid.) calls the society of the new era “the network society because
it is made up of networks of production, power and experience, which con-
struct a culture of virtuality in the global flows that transcend time and space”.
Indeed, this society is remarkably different from the one that brought about
journalism in the first place.

2.2.3 Implications for journalism

What has been said above about the trends in our society - about the emer-
gence of the Information Society - has three aspects that are relevant to this
study.

The first is that the emblem of society seems to be changing. Society no
longer is described with symbols and icons of industry: chimneys, assembly
lines, factories, but with those of information and knowledge:  media, net-
work, computer. Instead of straightforward and linear symbols like rails and
telegraph lines, society is represented with illustrations like nets, nodes and
interactivity. So pervasive is the networking logic that it has been proposed
as a dominant framework for science: “The Atom is past. The symbol of
science for the next century is the dynamical Net...” (Kelly 1995, quoted in
Castells 1996, 61) Assessments may vary as to how far society actually has
changed and whether it is justified to talk about the Information Society, but
the themes of information society nevertheless seem to be setting the tone of
the debate. In addition to this, analysis of the trends in (Western) societies
indicates that changes are also taking place in the material basis of society
from traditional industrial society towards an “informational” one. This
change in the basic nature of society cannot be ignored in journalism re-
search, which is trying to trace the change of its object.

Secondly, it is important to note that the social agents that are important to
journalism - in this case public authorities, citizens, and publishers and other
media owners - behave in such a way that the trends described earlier be-
come and already are relevant to journalism. For instance, one can easily see
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that the authorities in most, if not all, Western countries are encouraging, not
to say enforcing efforts along the lines of the Information Society concept.
From the G-7 countries through the EU to individual governments, the Infor-
mation Society has been a keyword for development strategies. (see Castells
1996, 364-365; Dutton et al. 1996, 395-397) The Finnish government, for
instance, has drawn up a national strategy called “Finland: towards an infor-
mation society”  where the rhetoric is saturated with positive attributions of
computerising educational institutions from primary schools to universities,
of networking the nation and of promoting information technology industry.

This Information Society rhetoric of public authorities on the international,
national and also local level translates - through statutory regulation mecha-
nisms - into funding of projects that, for instance, enhance citizens’ access to
information networks and their computer literacy. Quite understandably, citi-
zens in their various roles such as employees, students and entrepreneurs
direct their decisions and choices so that they can take advantage of the
benefits offered by “information society policies”. For instance, the employ-
ees (and at least in Finland, even the unemployed) upgrade their qualifica-
tions for information-related occupations, while entrepreneurs, tempted by
available public subsidies, invest in communication technologies.

In the midst of these developments, publishers and other traditional me-
dia owners perceive the new communication media emerging as a possible
threat to their businesses and at the same time as a possible promise of ex-
tending or diversifying their existing operations.

Thirdly, one must note the importance of new communication or infor-
mation technology itself. As Castells (1998, 336-337) puts it: “The informa-
tion technology revolution induced the emergence of informationalism, as
the material foundation of a new society... Information technology became
the indispensable tool for the effective implementation of processes of socio-
economic restructuring.” Thus, it can be said that the core of what is de-
scribed as a path towards the Information Society is (communication) tech-
nological. This is not succumbing to technological determinism, but merely
admitting “that some of the most significant changes in late twentieth-cen-
tury society are those inherent in, related to, or consequent upon IT [infor-
mation technology]” (Lyon 1995, 60). It is another matter altogether how
any particular technology and society are related to one another: is technol-
ogy shaping society, or do social needs direct the development of technol-
ogy, and how is technology and in our case how are media born and how do
they develop in the first place 8. The important thing to note here is that in

8 One rather refreshing attitude is Castells’s (1996, 5): “...the dilemma of technological determinism
is probably a false problem, since technology is society, and society cannot be understood or repre-
sented without its technolocial tools.” For more on the development of communication technology in
society, see also e.g. Dutton 1996, Heap et al. 1995, Marvin 1988, Winston 1998 and 1995.
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our present society, technological development, especially in the field of
communications technology, is one of the most important social factors de-
fining and shaping the social context of journalism.

* * *

To conclude this brief excursion into the dawn of new society, I would like to
point out certain parallels between the present - or rather coming - era and
the era when journalism was invented. This is not to say that history is re-
peating itself, but there do seem to be certain familiar topics emerging: It
seems that now, as in the era of industrialisation, the basic nature of society
- on the level of metaphors - is changing; at the same time indisputable
changes are occurring in the material basis of society; political and cultural
spheres are also being reshaped; individual citizens have to re-orientate them-
selves; the central factor is new technology; technology is allowing for new
types of communication. Of course it is possible to dismiss this account by
saying that all these topics have always been forming journalism. However,
it is my opinion that at the moment these developments have a stronger pres-
ence than usually, thus justifying the approach which questions the eternal
nature of journalism by highlighting the elements of change.
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3. The setting: The Internet, media and
journalism

Having established in the previous chapter the social and variable nature of
journalism and the journalistic profession, and having outlined the features
of their social environment today, I will now move on to examine the rela-
tionship between one aspect of new communications technology, the Internet,
and journalism. This chapter is based on a review of literature which de-
scribes how the “network of networks” has emerged or will be emerging as
an important development of communications technology affecting media
performance and conventions of the journalistic profession. In this way the
chapter serves as a bridge from journalism’s historicality to my empirical
studies on the effect of the Internet on journalism.

3.1 Prophecies and prototypes

Describing the effects of any ongoing technological development instead of
past developments is always a delicate task. Since we do not have the benefit
of historical distance, we are confined to contemporary materials with all
their problems. As Stephens (1998, 9) writes: “It takes a long time to realise
the potential of a new form of communications - much longer than those
who are living through these changes expect.” Also, with more than a hint of
sarcasm, Carey (e.g. 1989) has pointed out that along with new technologies
there habitually appear visions of drastic changes in people’s lives, economy
and society at large, changes that occur because of this specific new technol-
ogy. It goes without saying that these changes are for the better, at least from
the point of view of those advocating the new technology or who are profit-
ing from it - which often is the same thing. For instance, talking about the
“electronic revolution”, Carey describes how according to its advocates “elec-
tricity will overcome historical forces and political obstacles that prevented
previous utopias” (ibid., 115). This inclination to decorate new technologi-
cal products with social advancements is not new: Marvin (1988, 65) re-
minds us how in the nineteenth century it was predicted that the new tech-
nologies of communication would build better, i.e. more open and demo-
cratically accessible communities.

The Age of the Net is no exception in this regard: “Prophets of technol-
ogy preach the new age, extrapolating to social trends and organization the
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barely understood logic of computers...” (Castells 1996, 4) The icon of “the
new age” is the Internet, which, among other things, will lead to the emer-
gence of a “digital citizen” who is “optimistic, tolerant, civic-minded and
radically committed to change” (Katz 1997, 68b). In HotWired (the digital
version of the strongly pro-Internet magazine Wired) it has been claimed that
“The Net can fight media corruption” (James Fellows says...1997). Else-
where it has been declared, on the basis of a national survey carried out in
the USA, that “[new communication] technology may hold the key to win
back America’s trust” (Survey shows...1996). This rhetoric of today’s ab-
sorbing new media is abundant in these “prophecies” (Carey 1989, 113, see
also Jones 1998, xii-xiii), and there clearly is an element of technological
determinism present. The Internet is presented as something that is a result
of “...paths of technological change [which] are inevitable and necessitate
particular social changes” (Williams and Edge 1996, 55). The rhetoric draws
a picture of something already shaped, a clear phenomenon with identifiable
and significant consequences in media and journalism.

However, at this stage in the development of the relationship between the
Internet and journalism, I think one should adopt a somewhat more cautious
approach. It is not yet clear how profound effects the Internet will have on
society or journalism. Winston (1998, 1995) makes a distinction between
preinventions or prototypes and inventions. A technological innovation is
only a prototype until a social necessity transforms it into something really
applicable in society. In the case of the Internet I interpret this to mean that
although the technical solutions are available for journalistic applications on
the Internet, two “societies” still have to bring out the social necessity: the
“society” of media personnel, including owners, managers and journalists,
and the “society” of audience, or users in Internet terminology. These “soci-
eties” will give the social shaping (see Edge 1995; Williams and Edge 1996)
for the Internet as a journalistic means.

3.2 Characteristics of Internet communication

In any discussion of the Internet in relation to journalism, it is necessary to
define which Internet we are talking about. This does not mean dwelling on
the general history and development of the Internet, on which there exists
abundant material. However, it is important to clarify our perspective to-
wards the Internet - in a sense establish how we are talking about it. This is
necessary because of the complexity of the concept of “internet”, which
may refer to several things.
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On one level, the Internet is just another technology. In purely technical
and organisational terms, the Internet is a global network of information net-
works. Its features can be reduced to technical concepts and its significance
can be expressed by reference to band-widths and similar concepts. On an-
other level, the Internet is an expression of somewhat contradictory commu-
nicative aspirations. Its background in this sense explains why journalism
finds it difficult to settle into the Net environment. The Internet resulted from
the combined efforts of the “military/science establishment and the personal
computing counterculture” (Castells 1996, 355). On the one hand the net-
work technology was developed for such purposes as securing US military
communications, but on the other hand the success of the Internet has been
the result of enthusiastic computer nerds striving for alternative communica-
tion channels. In this setting, the preferences of traditional journalism were
not present.

Yet another way to see the Internet is to look at its functions. The term
“internet” is often used to refer to the entity of various services available via
the Internet. As we know, the Internet “provides an array of tools for people
to use for information retrieval and communication in individual, group and
mass contexts” (December 1996, 14) from electronic mail to real-time tel-
evision programmes. And to strengthen this multi-pattern nature of the Internet
one must remember that “behind this diversity of services...lie very different
patterns of information traffic” from one-to-one communication to broad-
casting (Jensen 1998, 5).

Despite this ambiguity, it is possible to distinguish a number of character-
istics that define Internet communication and that are relevant to the study of
journalism. These features, based on recent developments in communica-
tions technology, form the basis of the Internet as a journalistic utility. I find
that the following six features of Internet communication are relevant in the
context of this study: that information on the Internet is in digital form; that
communication is computer-mediated; that communication takes place in
information network(s); that there is a possibility of interactive communica-
tion; that on the World Wide Web of the Internet it is possible to use hypertext
in presentations; and that the use of Internet technology is becoming easier
all the time. (Table 3.1). Although these may seem an eclectic mixture of
technical features underlying information networks, properties of interfaces
and characteristics of related end-user apparatus, this inventory opens an
appropriate angle on an otherwise very confusing phenomenon, as I will try
to show in the following.
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Table 3.1. Characteristics of Internet communication

That all information, regardless of its nature, is digital, is the very basic fea-
ture of all so-called new media, whether that means CD-ROM’s, digital video
discs or web-publications. Many bold words have been said about the bless-
ing of digitalisation for humankind1, and for instance Fidler (1997, 78) ex-
claims that “the development of digital language is likely to have a profound
transformational effect on human society...”. This is because digital symbols
are “far more abstract and precise than words or letters” (Lacy 1996, 125)
and digitised information “can be copied very fast and infinitely”, with “dig-
ital copies always being as good as the original” (Hintikka 1996, 4).

Feature Nature

digital information all types of content are in
the form of ones and zeros

computerisation information processing,
sending and receiving is
carried out with computers

networking communication takes places
in interconnected
information networks

interactivity communication flow is twoway,
blurring the distinction
between sender and receiver

hypertextuality content elements can be
linked to each other,
enabling multi-layered
products

usability communication tools and
procedures are (relatively)
easy

1 One of the boldest presentations of digitalisation is Negroponte 1996.
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The most interesting feature of digital information, however, is that it is
insensitive to the nature of the information. It is not important “what indi-
vidual bits and bytes represent in the real world as long as they are properly
constituted for the digital one” (Feldman 1997, 8). For this reason digital
information, in this case information communicated via the Internet, can be
multi-media. From the journalistic point of view this creates a possibility of
presentations which integrate “data, text, sound and images of all kinds within
a single, digital information environment” (ibid., 24). This opens up new
avenues in content-producing as well as in receiving. When information is in
digital form, it is possible freely to process and combine various content
elements. On the other hand, in the reception of digital information it is pos-
sible - at least in principle - to decide whether to consume it in voice, text or
image via loudspeakers, paper or on-screen. (Hintikka 1996, 6).

Computers are the spinning wheels or machine tools of this digital infor-
mation. Although computers are basically sophisticated calculating machines,
“the computer is also an information technology and a medium of communi-
cation” (Strate et al. 1996, 7). When computers were first brought into news-
rooms they were used for word-processing, replacing typewriters2 - and in
many cases this is still the case today. But computers as individual workstations
are nowadays capable of far more challenging tasks: they can be used to
process whatever information has been digitised, be it images, sound or merely
text. In addition, the communicative features of computers have expanded:
you can find CD-ROM players, telefax and television and video connections
in ordinary home computers. Computers may now be described as “media-
stations” equipped with numerous features of communication. (Hintikka 1996,
5) Practically all journalists in the Western world now use computers in their
work, albeit often in a quite limited way, but the important thing is that the
tool needed for digital information is there.

Perhaps an even more important feature of computers than their capabil-
ity to process digital information, is their ability to establish contact with
remote information resources. As Lacy (1996, 134) sees it, “...the extraordi-
nary heuristic power of computer has had an equally revolutionary effect
through the dramatic increase in our technological power to find
information...and arrange and manipulate it in ways that make possible its
far more effective use”. It is here that information networks enter the scene.

Isolated computers or even those operating in local area networks (as is
usually the case in newsrooms) are not capable of reaching any other infor-
mation that is not already within the newsroom. Similarly, they cannot send
digital journalistic products to the general audience. Access to the outside

2 For a revealing account of the early days of computers in newsrooms, see Winsbury 1976.
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world has to be established through information networks. According to
December (1996, 20-21) “...the salient function of a computer as used for
communication is not to provide computational capability, but to provide a
platform for the operating system and software applications to support net-
work data transmission and user applications”. Although this may again re-
flect a somewhat one-sided view of computers at least in journalistic use, it is
true that the main value of the Internet (also) for journalists lies in its net-
working nature.

Again, there are certain technical solutions behind this characteristic of
Internet communication. In order to make all the computers connected in the
Internet “understand” one another, digital information must conform to IP
data communications protocol. This protocol makes the Internet a common
ground to which many other online networks are also connected through
gateways. And it is this that makes the Internet global. (December 1996, 17-
20) Being connected or “wired” to a world-wide network of networks opens
up whole new communication possibilities for users. One of them is that
geographical distance is no longer the severe communication hindrance it
used to be because users - among them journalists - can at least in principle
obtain information from anywhere. Correspondingly, any journalistic prod-
uct published on the Internet has a potentially global audience. Another as-
pect is that at least so far, the Internet has remained open. Provided that the
user possesses certain material and intellectual properties, communication
on the Internet is basically on a free-flow basis in the sense that anyone can
publish material there. Compared to traditional media, the Internet offers far
cheaper and easier means for establishing alternative media outlets.

The third possibility opened up by global networks brings us to another
feature of the Internet: “Networks can also offer the capacity for users not
only to communicate simultaneously with a body of information [such as an
online newspaper -A.H.] but also to communicate among themselves.”
(Feldman 1997, 6) This is possible because communication on the Internet is
two-way traffic, in other words interactive. In this kind of communication
environment it is less clear than in traditional journalism who is the sender
and who is the receiver. “This capability adds a striking new dimension to
the present mass-media pattern of one-way products from a centralized
source”, Strate et al. (1994, 4) say and add: “It permits consumers to query,
challenge, and modify media output.” (ibid.)

Because Internet users may challenge the media output and create their
own contents in the same environment, the Internet disposes of the tradi-
tional model of journalism where the journalist makes the news and a wide
audience receives it as it stands at about the same time. On the Internet the
news can be created by anyone and others can comment on it and check its
accuracy (Hintikka 1996, 7). This can be seen as a “movement away from
strongly asymmetric, centralistic power structures and in the direction of a
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greater symmetry in the distribution of power” (Jensen 1998, 11) in commu-
nication. If realised, this most certainly has consequences for the media and
journalism which “have been able to dictate what customers will view or
read with only a modicum of selectivity left to the customer’s discretion”
(Feldman 1997, 4).

In addition to this informational dimension, interactivity makes the Internet
a communication-based instrument of community-building. The Internet is
“a means of creating a new form of electronic community, a grouping of
people whose geographic location is irrelevant and who are instead drawn
together by the common thread of the network they all use” (Feldman 1997,
6). In this framework of communication, journalism may be non-existent.

If interactivity is a feature of Internet communication that is ambiguous
from the point of view of journalism, hypertextuality and usability are char-
acteristics that have attracted journalistic institutions to the Internet. Hypertext
brings to digital documents another important new dimension apart from
multimediality, namely depth (Fidler 1997, 43). Referring “to nonlinear docu-
ments in which text nodes are linked to other relevant pieces of text, forming
a textual network” (Strate et al. 1996, 10), hypertextuality means that Internet
communication allows for the production and consumption of products that
differ in a significant way from traditional newspaper articles and television
programmes. When for instance a news piece in a newspaper is constructed
with the (right or wrong) assumption of linear consumption (from the head-
line through the lead to the body, etc.), the production of hypertext docu-
ments presupposes that the user can utilise the hyperlinks to step inside the
story (for contextual or detailed information), to jump temporarily outside of
the story (for external information from perhaps the other side of the globe)
and/or to consume the story in a non-linear way (by using sequence links of
the story) and to change the mode of reception if there is audio and/or video
material available.

The last remark again reminds us that in digital communication, the type
of information is not important, so a link or a text-node “can include any
type of text - words, graphics, moving images, sound, or any combination of
these” (ibid.). This is often called hypermedia, and from the journalistic point
of view it offers interesting possibilities in converging the presentation meth-
ods of divergent media.

Stepping back a little, it should be noted that hypertext in itself was not a
sufficiently appealing tool to attract journalistic publishers to the Internet.
The underlying technical solutions (hypertext transfer protocol, HTTP) made
it possible to create relatively conveniently textual documents which were
linked together in a system that is known as the World Wide Web, but few
others than committed Internet users were interested. “...the Web in its early
days was as unfriendly and complex to use as the Internet had always been”,
and something else was needed to make Internet communication attractive
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and usable. This something was “...the creation of an easy-to-use, graphical
point and click window through which anyone can navigate and view the
Web”, i.e. a graphical Web browser. (Feldman 1997, 113) Contemporary
browsers allow content producers as well as consumers easily to utilise the
hypertextual and hypermedia characteristics of the Internet. As a consequence,
the number of Internet users has within a relatively short space of time in-
creased several times over, and along with the masses the journalistic media
have also discovered the Internet.

3.3. Issues for journalism

The development of the Internet from an often cumbersome, text-only com-
munication means of a few committed experts to a graphical, easy-to-use
interactive instrument accessible to almost anyone, greatly enhanced its po-
tential as a technological innovation from a journalistic point of view as well.
Since the mid-90s the Internet, and the World Wide Web in particular, has
been an issue in journalism giving rise to multifaceted and often confusing
debate especially among newspapers. The debate can be reviewed by distin-
guishing in it three emerging patterns: First, we can look at the question of
the Internet as a publishing medium. This has been the dominant thread in
the debate on the Internet’s potentialities from the point of view of journal-
ism. In it, the emphasis has largely been on the future role of traditional
media institutions in changing the communications business, with important
reflections on the journalistic profession. The second thread is the promise
that the Internet can empower journalists in their work. This argumentation
deals mostly with the new tools of journalists, such as improved means of
information gathering. Finally, there is the important issue of the Internet’s
effect on the journalist’s professional role, including topics like journalistic
skills, the relationship between journalists and the audience and journalistic
ethics. Although these themes are in practice intertwined (for instance, online
publishing requires certain new journalistic skills), for analytical reasons it is
useful to treat them separately. Starting from the business perspective (pub-
lishing) and proceeding through the newsroom angle (empowerment) to the
profession’s identity (role), I shall present in this chapter a concise but hope-
fully illuminating account of these issues that the Internet has raised within
and for journalism. Following the scope of the study, the review is focused
on newspaper journalism.
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3.3.1 Publishing on the Internet

The advent of the Internet as a journalistic publishing medium coincided
with a problematic era for the newspaper industry. A report to the European
Commission has described the situation by stating bluntly that “print mar-
kets are stagnating and in long-term decline”, and that “if newspapers want
to regain growth...they have to enter new areas and ventures” (Strategic de-
velopments... 1996, 17; see also The Future of... 1998, 37-38 for the situa-
tion in Europe, and Dizard 1997, 167-180 for newspapers in the USA). News-
papers’ problems had and have many dimensions, such as reduced advertis-
ing revenues, changing life-styles of potential readers, a loosening grip on
people’s everyday life, a credibility gap and so on, but the important thing in
this context is that the Internet appeared into the field in the conditions of
turmoil. It seemed that for newspapers, the Internet was at once a threat and
an opportunity.

On the one hand the Internet is bad news for newspapers. This is because
it is set to create new competition for an industry already struggling with
traditional electronic media and other problems indicated above. The Internet
brings in on newspapers’ turf new enterprises and/or new alliances of old
rivals and newcomers, unsettling the traditional positions in the field. The
Internet is open for instance to communications companies (such as telecoms),
computer software and hardware entrepreneurs, and various retail compa-
nies (Strategic developments...1996, 313). These agents and their alliances
are establishing their presence on the Internet by producing contents and
offering a multitude of online services. The threat for newspapers is that
other actors will try to reach the audience/customers directly, by-passing tra-
ditional mediators and so destroying their source of revenues: “...the Web is
where new competitors can try to get through the fence and to grab both
readers and advertisers [from newspapers]” (Read 1998). In this way news-
papers as businesses face the threat of “disintermediation” (Sparks 1996,
50), with the same fate looming for newspaper journalism.

In addition to this, the Internet gives the audience the opportunity to by-
pass newspapers. According to Bardoel (1996, 287) interactive services may
provide an incentive for increased horizontal communication between citi-
zens instead of vertical communication, where journalism has traditionally
been a central mediator. A citizen can also become a publisher because “the
genius and triumph of the Internet...is the fact that the humblest home page
is as accessible as the slickest corporate site” (Lasica 1996, /ajrjd6.html).
Again the question of who needs journalistic institutions is raised because of
the Internet.

It is hardly surprising then that newspapers have reacted. According to a
survey by the World Association of Newspapers, newspaper executives world-
wide consider “the Internet and electronic publishing the most important
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strategic issues for their organisations” (The Future of...1998, 59). Newspa-
pers are by no means alone. Dahlgren (1996, 60) sees something resembling
a gold rush climate in how “journalistic institutions, specifically news
organisations...have all seen cyberspace as a crucial dimension for their fu-
ture”. It has been noted that often this rush to the Eldorado called the Internet
has happened with rather vague ideas of the cost-effectiveness of the exer-
cise, or even a clear idea of what is the purpose of the action. However, there
seem to be two types of possibilities that newspapers have thought the Internet
can offer them. The first one is based mainly on the newspaper business
aspect and the second one has to do with the prospects of the Internet for
developing newspaper journalism.

The business rationale for newspapers’ online efforts is often based on
the threat scenario of their continuing to lose ground in the media field be-
cause of new online competition. From around the early or mid-90s, loud
voices have been declaring that “newspapers and television were on the brink
of being replaced by new, interactive services delivered over the global
Internet” (Caruso 1997, 32). Newspapers launched a counter-offensive by
investing in the Internet in order to defend the potential markets of the future
(Hedman 1998, 179; Dahlgren 1996, 60). At the same time the Internet ap-
peared as a possible way of making more out of existing investments and
resources. As regards journalism, this thinking is highlighted in the slogan
“write once, publish many”, uttered in so many publishers’ conventions. The
idea is that newspapers should not dedicate the output (i.e. journalism) pro-
duced by their content producers (i.e. journalists) to a print product only, but
they should re-use it on the Internet. In this way the Internet opened a vision
for “the transformation of newspaper publishing from a separate and inde-
pendent enterprise into one of the products of multi-media production houses”
(The Future of...1998, 7; see also Bowser 1998). At the same time, the Internet
was also seen as a possible way of cutting newspapers’ printing and distribu-
tion costs (Sparks 1996 46-47).

On the other hand, although newspapers’ presence on the Internet has so
far largely been based on the idea of recycling the contents of a printed
newspaper to an Internet publication3, journalistic expectations for going
online have existed all along with business expectations in the debate on
newspapers and the Internet. For instance, it has been said that the Internet

3 Many online versions of newspapers fully deserve the description of “shovelware”, indicating how
newspapers have been “trying to walk the old-fashioned model of newspapering into cyberspace”
(Lasica 1996, /ajrjd16.html). Especially the first online newspapers contained hardly any new or
original material, interactivity or other features enabled by the communicative features of the Internet
(Katz 1997a; Shaw 1997, /2diffs.htm). The Internet has been considered simply as another distribu-
tion channel for traditional newspaper journalism.
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gives newspaper journalism new possibilities for journalistic presentation
because the distinctive features of Internet communication allow also news-
papers to use audio, video, hypertext and other Internet features. (Dahlgren
1996, 64-67; Quittner 1995) In this way the Internet adds new dimensions to
newspaper journalism that are not present with the combination of text and
still-photos only.

Another temptation of online publishing is the possibility to refresh the
staled relationship with the audience. In this the interactivity of Internet com-
munication has a central role. Since it is a conventional wisdom that “the one
thing that is consistently high on their [Internet users’ -A.H.] priorities is
sharing and exchanging information and ideas with other people” (Feldman
1997, 126), it has been assumed that newspapers on the Internet should also
take this into account. Applications of interactivity in online publishing are
numerous, ranging from simple online polling to diversified common dis-
cussion groups of journalists and readers.

Interactivity can help to improve the relationship with the audience also
by way of strengthening the community-building aspect of newspaper jour-
nalism. Based on the traditional role of newspapers in their communities, it
has been recommended that “online media need to look at their mission as
more than providing news and information. They need to look at their his-
toric role in the community”. (Lasica 1996, /ajrjd18.html) In a way this is a
reaction to citizens’ horizontal communication on the Internet often based
on communities of interest rather than on the quest for news. The strategy for
newspapers has been that in addition to their contents intended for the gen-
eral audience, they should “use technology’s new tools to reach out
to...communities, to ignite civic discussion of topics important to the com-
munity, to bring people together and help them overcome the sense of isola-
tion” (ibid.).

One important keyword in trying to (re-)reach the audience is what is
called personalised journalism - even though this may sound like a contra-
diction in terms. What is meant by this is that utilising the communicative
features of the Internet, journalistic web-sites can be so designed that they
“will allow news consumers to understand the meaning of the day’s events
in a personalised context that makes better sense to them than traditional
media now” (Pavlik 1997, 30). Several technological innovations from push-
technology (see e.g. Lasica 1997) to online newspapers that allow custom-
ised front-pages and sections have been created for filtering the daily news
spectrum according to the reader’s individual preferences. Naturally the pro-
duction of news follows normal “bulk” production principles, and personali-
sation is possible only to the extent that an individual user may choose which
parts of the general supply he or she wants to receive. Another word for
personalising is targeting, which perhaps better describes the fact that when
publishers learn the habits of their readers (personal profiles can be and are
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collected by publishers), they can sell to advertisers better defined customer
groups. From the publishers’ point of view, this kind of adaptivity is a rather
valuable new feature offered by the Internet.

Newspaper ventures on the Internet have often tended to consider the two
spheres separately: there is print journalism and there is online journalism.
This attitude is often reflected in organisational arrangements so that edito-
rial staffs for the print and online publications work in isolation from each
other. However, synergy between print and online journalism may be one
advantage that the Internet brings to newspapers. Having practically no space
limits and being at the same time real-time and timeless (because of digital
archiving), the Internet broadens newspapers’ capabilities to free its journal-
ism from the technical limitations of a print product. (see e.g. Gillmor 1998)

3.3.2 Empowering journalists

Turning our attention from the institutional level of journalism to practising
journalists going about their daily tasks, it is possible to analyse the potenti-
alities of the Internet on the newsroom level. But before discussing this, it
must be noted that online tools have been available (also) for journalists
even before the Internet entered the newsrooms. The classic work in the
field, Koch’s “Journalism in the 21st century - Online information, electronic
databases and the news” was published as early as 1991. At that time the
Internet was by no means such a “network of networks”; indeed the term
“internet” does not even appear in the book’s index. In spite of this, the book
argues that “the marriage of computers and online libraries creates a radi-
cally new technology that will fundamentally alter the relations between writer
and news subject” (Koch 1991, xiii). And as early as the 1980s at least some
newsrooms were using various online news services.

The Internet considerably improved the usability of information networks
- of course not only but also from the point of journalists. World Wide Web
browsers offered much more user-friendly interfaces than earlier networks,
greatly increasing the amount of available information. And most of the in-
formation on the Internet is free, unlike the products of specialised online
services. At the same time, new means of communication were made avail-
able to journalists, creating novel or alternative working practices. This de-
velopment is also reflected in a wave of tutorial books published for journal-
ists about how to use the Internet in their work. An illustrative example of
this genre is Reddick’s and King’s book from 1995: “The online journalist -
Using the Internet and other electronic resources”. As in Koch’s book, the
catchword “online” is in the title, but now meaning specifically the Internet.
The book introduces the various services of the Internet from electronic mail
through Telnet to the World Wide Web and - admitting that the Internet was
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at that time still in its infancy - states that “the Internet provides journalists
with immense information” and that it “provides a method for journalists to
locate and communicate with their human sources” (Reddick and King 1995,
56).

Condensing from the literature on the Internet as a journalist’s tool (see
Brooks 1997, Houston 1995, Matteoni 1997, Mäkimattila 1998, Reddick
and King 1995), it can be argued that in principle the Internet can be used
throughout the journalistic work process. In the ideation phase the journalist
can surf around the Internet examining web-sites, viewing discussion groups
and probing mailing lists. When actually gathering information, the journal-
ist can use various services available on the Web such as other media, search
engines and the often searchable archives of different institutions. In this
phase the communication features of the Internet can also be used: for in-
stance, information can be acquired by e-mail. Electronic mail can also be
used when writing and editing the story for checking facts and getting quickly
additional information. Even real-time discussion services (chat) of the Internet
can be used for gathering material. Finally, there is of course the publishing
feature of the Internet for the final product.

From this variety of uses in the journalist’s work one can distinguish three
basic dimensions. First, the Internet can be seen as an information resource
that offers journalists hitherto unaccessible sources as well as new means to
use existing ones in novel ways. Judging by the volumes dealing with the
Internet as a journalistic resource, this is by far the most important benefit of
the Internet for journalists’ work. As Dahlgren (1996, 67) describes some-
what admiringly, “with the powerful search engines now available, a jour-
nalist can quickly find much of the information he or she is looking for in a
very short time”. This remark highlights one particular feature of online in-
formation gathering, namely the speed of information networks. In spite of
the increasing congestion on the lines, the Internet has a clear advantage
over, say, ordinary mail or facsimile. Another advantage is the Internet’s glo-
bal reach, which makes it reasonable to widen the scope of information gath-
ering even across continents. In addition to this, the journalist may have
direct and relatively convenient access to the original documents of the sources
when institutions (public and private, local, national and international, con-
ventional and unorthodox) make them available on the Internet.

The overall result of these benefits of the Internet in journalistic informa-
tion gathering is supposedly the improvement of journalists’ standing in re-
lation to their sources. Koch (1991, xxiii) argues (although referring not to
the Internet but to the information networks of the time), that “online data
technologies empower writers and reporters by providing them with infor-
mation equal to or greater than that possessed by the public or private offi-
cials they are assigned to interview”. In this sense the Internet can be re-
garded as an aid for journalists in the combat for news management, where
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the phenomenon known as the professionalisation of sources has meant that
journalists without proper information of the issues at hand are highly sus-
ceptible to dis- and misinformation (see Luostarinen 1995). With the Internet
journalists do not necessarily have to rely on the interpretations of spokes-
persons or other institutional sources, at least not without the possibility to
check the original documents themselves, or to verify or dispute information
from alternative sources. “Statements made at a press conference or in a
news release become...hypotheses to be examined in a broader context and
with reference to impartial data chosen not solely by the subject but also by
the newswriter” (Koch 1991, 320). Naturally, the precondition is that sources
use the Internet for enhancing access to original information.

Secondly, the Internet provides certain new tools for actual reporting un-
derstood in the sense of carrying out field assignments. In this respect the
keyword is connectivity: a reporter on an assignment can deliver material to
the newsroom via the Internet, and on the other hand receive information on
the spot from the newsroom (from editors and digital archives alike) as well
as from other sources, including information resources available on the
Internet, and comments from the audience. The vision embedded in this is
that instead of being lone riders far away from their colleagues and audi-
ence, reporters would “attend news events and conferences with a laptop,
digital camera and cellular modem, and their reports are published online.
Readers can send e-mail to the correspondent at the site, making requests or
suggestions” (Lasica 1996, /ajrjd18.html).

At the same time, the mobility of reporters would be enhanced because
all the necessary equipment is portable and even wearable. This, in turn,
makes it possible to free journalists from their confinement in newsrooms
and to let them work in the field - or at home. The other result, as indicated in
the quote above, is that reporting becomes faster. Newspaper journalism may
also become instant reporting with online web-cameras and constant news
feeds to online publications. Although the technical equipment needed in
this kind of scenario is still rather bulky, research and development is very
intensive (see Bass 1998, Northrup 1998, Raouf 1998b, and the MIT Wear-
able Computing Web Page at <http://wearables.media.mit.edu/projects/
wearables/>). To a certain extent these features are now being introduced in
the practice of journalism (see Pavlik 1999, Sirkkunen and Kuusisto 1999).

The third dimension of the Internet’s effect on the reporter’s daily work
has to do with the interactional possibilities of the Internet. Although this is
in a sense embedded in the former two dimensions, it deserves to be high-
lighted as a separate issue due to its implications for the journalist’s profes-
sional role. Being a two-way channel of information, the Internet offers for
journalists a means “to get various kinds of feedback from the public, such
as direct comments on journalistic endeavours as well as more market-ori-
ented canvassing of audiences” (Dahlgren 1996, 68). Similarly, journalists
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can communicate with sources, official as well as alternative ones, obtaining
information in the form of text or even audio and video. The main conse-
quence of this interactivity is that it tends to break the isolation of the jour-
nalistic work process, from which the audience in particular is traditionally
excluded. Almost-real-time comments about the story from the audience or
reactions from the sources directly to the journalist’s personal e-mail box
add an interactional dimension to the journalist’s work.

Interactivity can also be attached to the journalistic work process in the
sense that it creates new kind of journalism. As Feldman (1997, 20) notes,
“...interactivity is generating new forms of media products which rely funda-
mentally on interactivity as the basis of their appeal”. In the sphere of jour-
nalism the concept of interactional news sounds rather unconventional be-
cause the news has traditionally been the exclusive property of journalists.
However, the Internet makes possible a news product where the audience is
also present in producing the story by sending comments, information and
other input. In this way interactivity may result in a journalistic work process
where the journalist’s performance is but one element in the report of a news
event (Heinonen 1997a, 49-52).

3.3.3 Journalist’s professional role

Closely related to the above issues of publishing on the Internet and the
working practices of journalists are those that the Internet raises with regard
to the professional role of journalists. It is possible to distinguish at least the
following four dimensions in this respect. Firstly, the Internet raises ques-
tions about the position of journalists as intermediators of information. Sec-
ondly, connected to the previous topic, there is the question of journalists’
relationship with the audience. Thirdly, there is the question of skills require-
ments for journalists in the era of real-time, interactive, multimedia journal-
ism. Fourth and finally, the Internet with its new features of communication
and new ways of interacting with the audience is bound to put journalistic
ethics on the agenda for possible review.

As regards the journalist’s role as an information mediator, the basic mo-
tive for the potential change is the open nature of the Internet. All the com-
munication characteristics of the Internet that were discussed earlier are avail-
able to the general public as well as to the sources of journalism. As was
indicated earlier, journalists and media are relative late-comers to Internet
communication, and this is perhaps why the Internet often appears as a rather
hostile environment for journalism. Lasica (1996, /ajrjdmain.html) notes that
“a great many of the Internet’s...users consider Old Media’s practice of top-
down, father-knows-best journalism to be...irrelevant to their lives. And, in
an age when anyone with a computer and modem can be a virtual reporter,
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they’re right”. This bears upon the very essence of the profession’s exist-
ence: “Will professional journalists be needed in an era when people can get
their news ‘unfiltered’?” (ibid., /ajrjd1.html).

Two aspects are intertwined in these kinds of exclamations about journal-
ism and the Internet. One is dissatisfaction on the part of the audience with
the performance of journalism and journalists, which has recently been a top
issue in professional debate especially in the USA (see e.g. the “credibility
project” of the American Society of Newspaper Editors at <http://
www.asne.org/works/jcp/credibility.htm>). The other one is the actual possi-
bility to by-pass what is experienced as an annoying “interpretation by the
intervening journalist” (Lasica 1996, /ajrjd2.html). The aim is to break down
the one-dimensional pipeline source-journalist-audience, and the Internet is
the device to do this. “Never before have so many people been able to reach
exactly the information they were looking for, with the depth and detail that
they desired at the moment they wanted it” (The Future of...1998, 40). Inevi-
tably, this is at least potentially undermining the journalist’s position, be-
cause “he is no longer the ultimate gatekeeper, the person with sole power to
decide what information will reach the public” which means that “the
journalist...is ‘dis-intermediated’, no longer essential in the chain from event
or source to information consumers” (ibid.).

More moderate visions presume that although the journalist’s authority
may be shaken, there will still be a place for mediated communication such
as journalism. One reason is the amount of time that people have (or actually
don’t have) at their disposal: “...casual online users want their news tamed,
filtered and summarised, quickly and cleanly. They don’t have time to play
reporter” (Lasica 1996, /ajrjd8.html). In this way the audience is still ex-
pected to be “happy to empower someone else to take on the chore of filter-
ing the chaos of daily life and packaging it” (Delano 1996, 6). However,
these visions also include the prospect of enhanced transparency in journal-
ism because journalists and the audience have equal access to sources. Since
journalists are no longer indispensable links between the sources and the
audience, “they must prove their position in this respect” (Bardoel 1996,
295), in other words, journalists must somehow show that their professional-
ism is useful for the audience.

The re-positioning of journalists in the communication process has to do
with the relationship of journalists and the audience, which is the second
issue with regard to the effects of the Internet on the role of journalists. The
starting point is presented by the conventions of traditional journalism: “One
of the news media’s most burdensome habits is the unwillingness to enter
into a true dialogue with their readers” (Lasica 1996, /ajrjd17.html). This is
in accordance with the detaching professional identity that has been culti-
vated by journalists throughout the profession’s history. The audience is some-
where out there, and although in professional rhetoric journalists are serv-
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ants of the audience, this commitment does not seem to include communica-
tion between journalists and the audience, which is rather limited. The stand-
ard way offered for members of the audience to communicate with journal-
ists is the letters-to-the-editor section. Journalists tend to be invisible and
unreachable.

Part of “proving journalists’ position” in Internet communication is that
this situation will be altered using the interactional features of the Internet.
“...interactivity menaces the relationship that has until now been conceded,
however grudgingly, between journalistic producer and consumer” (Delano
1996, 4). One aspect of this is becoming exposed and accessible as a jour-
nalist to the audience. This means actions that are technically modest but far-
fetching in principle, such as attaching journalists’ personal e-mail addresses
to articles. This creates a direct communication bridge between the author of
the news and its consumer, possibly shifting communication from the mass
media level to the point-to-point communication level. This requires more
personal involvement from the side of journalists.

The other aspect is that journalists admit that the traditional gatekeeper
role is no longer feasible and adapt a new kind of attitude towards the audi-
ence. If and when there are competing information providers reaching the
audience in the new communication environment, and if and when the audi-
ence can check the facts for themselves, “the gatekeepers need new jobs”
(Lasica 1996, /ajrjd13). As Bardoel (1996, 297) sees it, “the traditional task
of journalism will evolve from sending messages to offering orientation to
the citizen and the emphasis will shift from ‘content’ to ‘context’”. This im-
plies considerable changes in the journalist’s role: instead of being a con-
veyor of individual pieces of information, journalists should offer
contextualised and explanatory material.

Another perspective for journalists to serve the public in a new role is to
step down from the position of dominating the public agenda in the media
itself and allow room for horizontal communication among the audience.
This means letting the audience into the sphere that has traditionally been
exclusive to professionals. In this setting, the task of journalists would be to
moderate citizen discussion and facilitate it with material using their profes-
sional journalistic skills - and also to participate in the debate with the audi-
ence. As a US media person describes this role: “We bring topics to the table,
we focus discussion that’s already there, we talk and listen, we gather up
what we have found and put it in perspective, we add what our expertise and
special resources allow us” (cited in Lasica 1996, /ajrjd13.html). This ap-
proach would imply that journalists understand that in a network society, the
audience is constructed differently than in industrial society. Instead of (na-
tionally) wide and relatively homogenous audiences, Net audiences may be
fragmented and not willing to be positioned as mere receivers.
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Thirdly, there is the issue of the journalistic skills that are needed in order
to master the new information gathering, reporting and interaction tools and
methods. It is unavoidable that on one level, the Internet in journalistic prac-
tice is very much a technical phenomenon. The communicative features of
the Internet can be put to use in journalism only by way of accepting the fact
that new technological “gadgets and gizmos” are needed and because of
this, journalists have to adopt new skills. That new technology requires new
skills and that these lead to changes in journalism is by no means character-
istic of the present time only. Bearing in mind the importance of telegraph or
television, we may say that in many cases changes in journalism are deci-
sively affected by some kind of technological innovation with related occu-
pational skills (see Delano 1996, 7).

The set of new skills required of journalists in the age of the Internet can
roughly be grouped into three categories along the lines described earlier.
Firstly, there are those skills that are related to information gathering. These
include understanding how to create useful search criteria and strategies,
mastering various Web-based search engines, and so on. Secondly, there are
those skills that are related to mastering various kinds of equipment that are
or will become available for reporting. Mastering digital still cameras, digital
video cameras, laptops with modems and technical communication proce-
dures are skills that are needed in online reporting. And lastly, “...making
use of the medium [the Internet] to publish newspapers also requires a com-
pletely new set of skills, one that at this point few journalists have” (The
Future of... 1998, 8). These publishing skills include understanding web-
publishing software, html-code, multimedia editing equipment and software,
and so on. If we add to these three technically oriented skills the need to
master the interaction process with the audience, which is more a social rather
than a technological skill, it can be said that the Internet certainly entails a
greater challenge in terms of upgrading journalistic skills than the switch-
over from manual typewriters to electronic ones, for instance.

It is important to note that the new skills required by the Internet do not
replace traditional journalistic skills, such as the ability to identify news and
to write well; the skills requirements are augmented. This creates a vision of
the journalist “doing it all”, as Harper (1996) points out on the basis of ob-
servations of the working practices of an online newspaper: “The reporters
write stories, take pictures, operate video cameras and even create digital
pages.” For journalism education this vision is particularly challenging, bear-
ing in mind that most of the media still are off-line. The answer seems to lie
in the principle of cross-training journalism students with basic capabilities
of all media (see Raouf 1998b). This is quite a noteworthy prospect with
regard to the journalist’s professional role because traditionally journalists
tend to identify themselves with a particular medium.
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The last issue regarding the journalist’s professional role is the ethics of
journalism. That ethics is an issue to be discussed at all in this connection is
not necessarily clear because in principle, journalistic ethics does not de-
pend on the medium but is universal. And if we were to take it seriously that
journalism in the age of the Internet is “the same old journalism” (see Koch
1991, xv) with slightly different tools and somewhat different practices, then
there would be no point in talking about ethics at all. However, it makes
more sense to start out from the position that each new communication tech-
nology does have some influence on ethical issues. According to Cooper
(1998, 82) the newest communication technology (not only the Internet)
may, for instance, amplify existing ethical issues, or it may reveal new ones,
or present mixtures of old and new ones. In addition, the implementation of
for instance self-regulatory sanctions in the form of codes of conduct may
become increasingly difficult “when the technologies, participants, servers,
and vendors in a global (multi-) medium represent numerous languages, ethical
mores, and transient sites with no central control point” (ibid., 73).

Exactly what the ethical effects might be in the case of the Internet must
be left open in this discussion, but it is worth noting that the issue again has
two sides to it. On the one hand the Internet is usually presented as an origi-
nator of new ethical problems. A frequent topic in the debate of the Internet
and journalism ethics is that of privacy. New ways of information gathering
(e.g. an online web-camera in a public place) may place citizens under con-
stant surveillance in a global mass medium. Perhaps an even more delicate
question is the ability of the publishers to monitor individuals’ media usage
and create intimate user profiles. These can be used for the benefit of adver-
tising and marketing. Another recurring topic is manipulation; digital tech-
nology makes it possible to create material of events that have never taken
place. Aided by the Internet, these manipulated messages can be instantane-
ously distributed globally. Yet another ethical problem raised especially in
connection with online publishing is the distinction of editorial and commer-
cial material, which some commentators say is becoming increasingly blurred.
Furthermore, there is the question of the proper usage of the material, which
refers not only to copyright problems but also to presenting material out of
its original context. These issues have already been widely discussed in rela-
tion to the Internet. (Cooper 1998; The Future of... 1998, 8; Pavlik 1998)

On the other hand, Internet communication has features that may have
positive effects from the point of journalism ethics. For instance, “the
interactivity the Internet allows also makes the journalist far more accessible
to the public” (The Future of... 1998, 44). This may lead to increasing audi-
ence activity in pointing to and correcting mistakes, even commenting and
challenging journalism. The hypertextual possibilities in storytelling in the
online medium allow journalists to exhibit their sources and original material
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to the audience. This is conducive to more transparent journalism in the sense
that journalists publish not only the final result of their work, but also the
process and the raw material underlying it. “...this makes the medium much
more accountable towards its audience” (ibid.).
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4. The vision: Four views on the Net and
journalism

Having now traced the evolution of journalism and set that evolution in the
context of the Information Society and the Internet, I now move on to the
more mundane sphere of journalism. This chapter brings together the results
of four empirical research projects which have looked into the Internet’s
relations with and effects on journalism from the point of view of the prac-
tice of journalism and the Internet. Reflecting the issues raised earlier, the
work reported here illustrates how the issue of the Internet is actually consid-
ered to be influencing journalism and the journalistic profession.

In a summarising presentation here, I first give the floor to editors of
Finnish newspapers, who consider the implications of the Internet to the fu-
ture of newspaper journalism. The second view is that of newspaper report-
ers, who will have their say about how the Internet is affecting journalism
from their perspective. These views represent the expertise of traditional jour-
nalism. Next, we move on to another group of experts who have a somewhat
different position vis-à-vis new communications technology: these are new
media experts, although many of them also have experience of journalism in
traditional media. The last element in this discussion is based on an analysis
of the contents of online publications. I present my conclusions from this
analysis with regard to the new opportunities opened up by the Internet for
journalistic expression and the new skills required of the professional jour-
nalist.

The purpose of my excursion is to try and enrich the debate on journalism
in the Age of the Net with substances that are all practically oriented but that
reflect different perspectives. The view constructed out of the assessments of
newspaper editors brings forward the position of strategic professionals of
traditional media. The reporters’ view grows up out of the rituals and rou-
tines of everyday journalism. New media experts are more intimately famil-
iar with new technology and its practical potentialities and are therefore ca-
pable of assessing the change of journalism in that light. The analysis of new
content features in online publications is the researcher’s construction which
presents new dimensions of journalism that already are reality today. As can
be seen, the path is rather straightforward: from the practices and practition-
ers of traditional media via connoisseurs of the novel medium to state-of-
the-art experiments with the new medium.

The cases are of course mostly applicable to the Finnish media and jour-
nalism environment but, mutatis mutandis, the observations are also valid to
other Western countries where the status and tradition of journalism is simi-
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lar and which have an inclination towards enforcing the Information Society
agenda.1

4.1 Editors

4.1.1 Strategic experts

The perspective of newspaper editors provides a feasible starting point for
this excursion into the Internet’s effects on journalism. As described at the
beginning of this study, newspapers as a journalistic institution are a useful
prism through which to observe the emblem of the newest communication
technology, the Internet. At the same time, as indicated earlier when discuss-
ing the Internet as a publishing medium, newspapers have encountered this
new application in the midst of turmoil. Within newspapers, editors are
uniquely placed to serve as objects in a study aimed at assessing the effects
of the Internet: at the the top of the newsroom hierarchy and at once repre-
sentatives of publishers and owners, editors are (at least in theory) in touch
with everyday journalistic work and aware of their papers’ ambitions as busi-
ness ventures. Therefore their views reflect both journalistic aspirations and
economic realities. In fact, editors are a symbol of the newspaper’s dual func-
tion as a servant of public communication and a profit-driven enterprise.
Indeed it is no exaggeration, in view of the purpose of this study, to call
editors strategic experts.

The view presented here is a summary of a representative survey among
Finnish newspaper editors.2 The field covered in the survey and in the com-

1 Finland (pop. 5 million) is an appropriate environment for field studies on this topic because it is
one of the leading countries in the world in terms of adopting Internet communication technology. At
the beginning of 1999 there were 107 Internet hosts per 1000 inhabitants in Finland. This is more
than anywhere else in the world with the exception of some Pacific islands. According to data
collected in the latter half of 1998, 54% of Finns aged between 15 and 74 years use computers and
1.2 million Finns visit the Internet at least once a week. (Internetiin liitettyjen...; Internetin kotikäyttö...;
Luoma-Marttila 1999; Rinne 1999)

This is also reflected in the newspaper industry’s new media efforts. In January 1999, 40 of 56
daily newspapers had an online version and altogether there were 55 newspapers’ online publica-
tions. In addition, several broadcasting companies and magazines have noteworthy online publica-
tions. (Lähes 40...1999, 5) A comprehensive list of journalistic online publications in Finland is
given at <http://www.wysiwyg.fi/jv/>.
2 The original research report “Newspapers and the Internet - hopes, concerns, uncertainties” (Heinonen
1997b, in Finnish) was published in 1997. The basic data set was collected in April and May the
same year using questionnaires, with additional focused interviews conducted in June with typical
respondents. The study comprised all Finnish dailies and a random sample of newspapers that appear
less frequently. A total of 72 editors were involved in the survey, which had a response rate of 100%
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plementing focused interviews ranged from the future of newspapers as a
journalistic institution through online publishing to the journalistic skills re-
quired by the Internet. The first interesting discovery is that on the whole,
editors remain loyal to their media, they hold that newspapers are not threat-
ened by the Internet, and even say that the probable effects of the Internet
have been overestimated. One editor said that the effects of the Internet on
newspapers “have surely been exaggerated in the short term as it has been
said that it [the Internet] will kill off all newspapers”. Of the editors, 83%
think that the newspaper is a better medium for journalism than online pub-
lications, and over half (56%) assume that not even the audience is interested
in newspapers which should be read on-screen. One can ask whether it is at
all conceivable that editors should the opposite view, declaring the end of
newspapers and praising the Internet, since it is rather natural that exactly
editors, if anyone, have faith in their product. This attitude is in itself quite
important with respect to the possible effects of the Internet in the practice of
journalism, because editors have a decisive word to say in such issues as
how to promote Internet skills among reporters and how interaction with the
audience via the Internet is organised and encouraged or discouraged. Con-
sidering this, the view of editors is rather crucial with regard to the topic of
this study.

4.1.2 “You have to adapt...”

Despite (or perhaps because of) their faith in the traditional newspaper as a
journalistic product, newspaper editors have a dichotomous view on the fu-
ture of journalism during the age of the Internet. On the one hand, it seems
they are convinced that newspapers will be able to retain their traditional
position even in the changing environment. They believe that newspapers
can benefit from the Internet in their own ongoing development efforts. On
the other hand, it is also considered possible (although not very likely) that
the potential new communication means will become a reality in such a way
that the whole foundation of newspapers in terms of information dissemina-
tion and economic viability will be overturned.

The basic attitude is one of uncertainty: the editors are clearly not sure
how things are going to turn out, and consequently they are quite careful in
their comments. This is not the first time newspapers have seen new applica-
tions of communications technology emerge, but very few have stood the
test of time (see Riley and Keough 1998). The Internet is still so novel an

thanks to a combination of postal and telephone methods. Of these 72 editors eight were selected for
complementing interviews. The participating newspapers represented three-quarters of the total
circulation of Finnish newspapers (1995 statistics).
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innovation that editors are reluctant to say whether or not they expect it to
survive. One editor reminded that “We in Finland always seem to be the
forerunners [in new communications technology], we are always there bang-
ing our head against the wall and carrying out expensive experiments”. In
the case of the Internet, it would be better “to observe and get prepared, so
that we are ready if it really gets going”.

Editors tend to look upon the Internet as an opportunity rather than a
threat to the future of the newspaper industry. Only some 20% of the editors
believe that newspapers will be seriously threatened by the audience’s in-
creasing use of information networks, and no more than 12% expect that
advertisers will desert newspapers in favour of online publications. On the
other hand, there is a feeling that newspapers should experiment with the
new technology and put the new opportunities to the test. Newspapers must
get to know the new medium - among other reasons because it is thought
that it appeals to young people (93% of the editors think that it is possible to
reach the young audience via the Internet), but also because the Internet is
considered a useful tool for developing newspaper journalism: 91% of the
editors see that the Internet offers new journalistic possibilities for newspa-
pers.

Indeed newspapers have been moving rather quickly to see what they
can do on the Internet and how they can benefit. Today most major papers in
Finland and even many smaller ones have some kind of electronic publica-
tion on the Internet. Most of them, however, are more or less straightforward
copies of the main product, showing very little ambition and innovative ef-
fort. Clearly, these “shovelware papers” have been set up for the sole pur-
pose of trying out how the new medium works technically, although there
are some exceptions which have shown more imagination and creativity to
see how journalism could be developed with the new medium. It is notewor-
thy that at least so far the most significant experimental projects in Finland
have been launched by newspapers and other traditional media. There has
been hardly any serious challenge from outside the media field.3

3 It is interesting to note that this statement is as valid in the first half of 1999 as it was in 1997.
However, it should be noted that among the traditional media, newspapers have encountered consid-
erable online competition from broadcasting companies in Finland. The public broadcasting corpo-
ration YLE and the commercial station MTV3 have both set up web-sites with a wide range of
contents. At the same time there is also increasing competition from outside the traditional media. In
autumn 1998 the Swedish telecommunications operator Telia launched a new web-site in Finland
which includes news produced on a subcontracting basis. This should be noted because in Sweden,
Telia has joined forces with CNN to set up Svenska CNN, a web-site offering news and current
affairs journalism. The Finnish telecom company Sonera has also expanded its online services.
Newspapers, on the other hand, have been rather conservative in developing their online publica-
tions. In the first Finnish online newspapers contest in spring 1999, the jury (of which I was a
member) commented that newspapers are too cautious in using the possibilities of the new medium
in their online efforts (Verkkolehdet... 1999).
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As we can see, newspaper editors in Finland are neither very excited nor
particularly concerned about the Internet and its impacts on newspapers as a
social institution or as a business. At this institutional level the new technol-
ogy does not seem to be regarded as a major revolution, at least for the time
being. As one editor concluded, “[The Internet] is not a matter of life and
death. I think that in Finnish circumstances it is still possible to adopt a policy
of wait and see. After all, we do have a strong press”.

Not surprisingly, editors are also quite cautious in their assessments of the
impacts of the new technology on the day-to-day work of journalists - in-
deed if the institutional framework of the job remains more or less the same,
then there can hardly be any dramatic changes in newsroom routines. For
instance, there is some reservation about using the Internet as a source of
information in journalism. The Internet was seen as an important tool in jour-
nalistic information gathering by 60% of the editors, but more than one in
three (34%) thought that it is not a necessary medium in this respect. So
although it is widely agreed that this is an important new medium, there are
some doubts about its utility. The main concerns have to do with the reliabil-
ity of information obtained via the Internet and with practical difficulties in
using it. “[On the Internet] reliable and unreliable sources have the same
standing, and it is not necessarily easy to distinguish between them”, one of
the editors said. On the other hand, the editors’ survey revealed that in most
newspapers journalists’ access to the Internet is restricted. All journalists had
access to the Internet from their own terminal only in about every third of the
newsrooms represented in the study. Either access is from certain dedicated
terminals only or access is possible only for certain journalists or to certain
URL-addresses.

In spite of all these doubts and reservations, the view of newspaper edi-
tors is that journalistic practices will be changing to some extent with new
communications technology. They agree that skills in both online publishing
and gathering information from the Internet are becoming an important part
of the journalist’s basic qualifications. Almost 90% of the editors expect that
journalists will have to master more varied skills in the future. Consequently,
editors think that Internet skills should be fully incorporated into the journal-
ism curricula. “Obviously journalism training will also have to teach how to
search and retrieve information from the Net”, said one editor. However, the
editors do not believe that these new skills will take over from the profes-
sional journalist’s traditional skills and knowledge, but complement them:
“We are not looking for computer nerds, but reporters who can master the
basic journalistic skills”, commented one of the editors.
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4.1.3 Assessing the view of editors

The main determinant of editors’ attitudes towards new communications tech-
nology, it seems, is economic viability. This is most clearly reflected in the
dichotomy of their attitude profiles towards the Internet: on the one hand
there are those who feel it is important to get prepared, on the other hand
there are those who take an attitude of wait-and-see. The former are quite
clear in their view that new communications technology might be significant
for newspapers, that the potential impacts of the online medium are gener-
ally positive and that the Internet will change the image of the journalist’s
profession. This group feels it is necessary to get prepared for the new situa-
tion by experimenting with online publications, for instance. The latter, wait-
and-see group are less certain in their views, and they have no experience
and/or no opinions of online publishing. Further, this group attaches less
importance to the new professional skills of the journalist.

Among Finnish editors the clear majority is formed by those who say it is
important to get prepared. The wait-and-see editors tend to cluster in smaller
independent newspapers that are less competitive. These newspapers do not
have the same sort of resources to experiment with the Internet as bigger
papers, or smaller papers owned by major media groups. Indeed attitudes
towards the Internet seem to be primarily determined by economic realities
rather than the desire to develop journalistic expression. This conclusion is
further supported by the fact that attitudes are often justified by reference to
the bottom line: as long as no profits can be expected, it is felt that any
experiment should remain a cautious intervention based primarily on tech-
nological interests.

It is important to bear in mind that this perspective on the Internet and its
impacts on newspapers is constructed from within traditional journalism. It
is quite natural that newspaper editors are bound to examine the new com-
munications technology from the vantage-point of current journalistic con-
ventions. For example, any new working methods will be weighed against
existing routines and old familiar ways of organising the work process. Simi-
larly, new publishing opportunities will most probably be examined in terms
of how they serve and support existing methods of expression and the tried
and tested journalistic formats. On the other hand, this basic attitude may be
erroneous if the Internet and its underlying communication technology ap-
pear to be radically different by nature to those technological innovations
that the editors have encountered before.
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4.2 Reporters

4.2.1 Informed opinion

Since this research project is basically about the changing nature of the jour-
nalist’s profession, I will now shift my attention to reporters. In accordance
with the scope of the study, those airing their views are newspaper journal-
ists.

This chapter is based on a series of focused interviews with 20 Finnish
newspapers reporters.4 Again, out of these 20 individual accounts I have
constructed a unified comment of a newspaper reporter in order to bring yet
another expert opinion into the discussion about the Internet and journalistic
work. In this case, the interviewees are experts of the topic in two senses.
Firstly, the interviewees are experts in their own work, i.e. reporting, since
all but one of them have worked in journalism for at least ten years. Sec-
ondly, the population from which the interviewees were drawn had been
trained to use the Internet in their work in special further training courses.
This means the interviewees had familiarised themselves with the research
topic - at least during these courses. This, in turn,  implies that I am not
offering here a representative survey of how Finnish journalists use the
Internet, but rather an informed opinion of the effects and advantages or
disadvantages of the Internet in newspaper journalist’s everyday work.5

The starting point for this series of interviews was that - as indicated in the
previous chapters - the Internet may in principle affect the reporter’s work. It
is possible to distinguish four dimensions regarding the everyday journalis-
tic work process: Firstly, the Internet may contribute to improved informa-
tion gathering by giving new or better access to electronic databases, for

4 The interviews were carried out in October and November 1998. A total of 20 reporters from 11
daily newspapers (17 persons) and weekly newsmagazines (3 persons) contributed to the research.
These persons were selected with a view to getting different types of papers into the sample. The
population consisted of 64 journalists in the papers which had been participants in a special pro-
gramme of further training of journalists in computer-assisted journalism. The two-level courses
(basics: 3+3 days, advanced: 3+4 days) called Computer-assisted information gathering were organ-
ised by the Tampere Journalism Research and Development Centre. The essential content of the
courses was the Internet. The research has been reported in “‘It’s like you have to know it’. The
Internet in the newspaper reporter’s work” (Heinonen 1999, in Finnish).
5 On the other hand, it is reasonably justified to assume that the views presented here may actually be
quite typical among Finnish journalists. Based on everyday observations and contacts with the media
and journalists, one can say that some of the journalists ignore the Internet, some of them are almost
“nerds”,  but most common is the attitude represented by those interviewed for this study: the Internet
appears to them as an interesting phenomenon and they are willing to learn how to use it.
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instance. Secondly, this improved information gathering may change the
balance of power between journalists and sources in favour of former by
way of giving journalists access to alternative sources (see Koch 1991).
Thirdly, the Internet removes time and geographical limits, allowing for in-
stance (relatively) easy global information gathering. Fourth and finally, the
communicative features of the Internet - especially interactivity - offer new
opportunities for interaction between journalists and the audience. (Heinonen
1998b, 10-12) As we can see, the Internet’s potential effects upon the report-
er’s work range from practical skills to journalist’s professional role.

4.2.2 Useful but not indispensable

Summarising these interviews, it seems that for the newspaper reporter the
Internet at this stage is a useful tool in journalistic work but not a necessity -
it is quite possible to complete one’s assignments without touching the Internet.
This general observation can be analysed in more detail from two angles.

From the point of view of professional practice, the usefulness of the
Internet is related to its feature as a device for gathering information. Report-
ers do consider the Internet as an asset in this respect: “Surely it’s useful, it’s
one more way to gather information”, said one of the inteviewed reporters.
In particular, reporters covering rather specialised beats seem to find the
Internet useful, perhaps because their information gathering is in a way natu-
rally targeted in certain directions, thus making it easier to filter relevant
information from the maze of the cyberspace. However, the Internet is mostly
used for checking individual details of information rather than conducting
more challenging or wide search operations. As an information gathering
tool, the Internet is considered to be fast, giving access to a wide range of
different sources.

The reliability of the information obtained from the Internet does not gen-
erally seem to be a problem, since it was underlined that it is the responsibil-
ity of journalists to check all information regardless of its origin, but it was
possible to sense a certain cautiousness with regard to the trustworthiness of
the Internet as a whole. As one of the reporters saw this: “Well, the Internet is
the Internet. Of course it’s not perfect: the information is not always reliable
- but on the other hand, what information ever is? Being able to put the
information in its context is down to the journalist’s professionalism.” The
problem of reliability is often treated so that reporters mainly use familiar
sources that are now available on the Net as well.

In the reporters’ experiences, electronic mail and the World Wide Web are
the most useful features of the Internet, while features like chat, newsgroups
or mailing lists are used rarely or hardly ever. Electronic mail is used practi-
cally by all (in some cases this is not Internet e-mail but for instance an
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application within a local area network of the newsrooms), and not only for
communication but also for sending and/or receiving material (e.g. sending
articles to be checked and receiving texts and even pictures from correspond-
ents). The Web is a feature of the Internet which in many cases is considered
to be the “proper” Internet, so much so that in some interviews the reporters
did not think they used the Internet if they only used e-mail and not the Web.
The Web is used in a variety of different ways: to follow traditional sources
such as public authorities and enterprises using their web-sites, to conduct
targeted searches using search-engines, to use the Web as directory or dic-
tionary to check facts and even grammar, and to observe other media online
with the intention either to search information or to keep an eye on breaking
news and their coverage.

Major problems in the use of the Internet in the reporter’s everyday work
seem to derive from pressures of work and inaccessibility to the Net. Al-
though the Internet is considered to be relatively fast, its use nevertheless
often appears to be too slow for the hectic needs of the daily newspaper
routine. “I simply don’t have the time to go and search the Internet...I often
think that it’s faster to make a phone call”, one reporter commented. This
judgement may partly be due to lack of skills. It is also a reflection of in-
creasing congestion on the Internet, although in some cases the reason for
the slow connection may lie in an inadequate capacity at the newsroom’s
end.

In many newsrooms the problem of access is accentuated by limited ac-
cessibility to the Internet: instead of being able to browse the Web at their
own desk, reporters have to queue up for the few dedicated computers which
in the worst cases are doubling as somebody’s workstations. One of the in-
terviewees explained that “of course you’d use it [the Internet] more often if
it were running on your own computer because it would be available all the
time”.

The reporters’ view also reveals that from the point of view of the journal-
ist’s professional role the Internet does not signify a great change, at least in
the case of journalists working in traditional media. If we consider the rela-
tionship between journalists and sources, it seems that the Internet is just
another way of reaching traditional sources. As indicated earlier, one reason
for this is that from the maze of the Internet it is at the same time convenient
and safe to pick up those sources that are known to be reliable. This kind of
“information conservatism” has also been noted in British studies (see
Nicholas and Williams 1998), and it is enforced by the practice of using the
Internet largely for checking pieces of information rather than for major in-
formation gathering projects. As a consequence, it seems that in real life the
Internet hardly brings about the kind of changes in the balance of power of
journalists and sources as has been predicted or hoped.
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The interviews indicate that one reason for the continuity of source tradi-
tions is the nature of the typical newspaper reporter’s tasks. The routine con-
sists of piling up separate news items for which the basic material is received
at least half-way ready-made in press releases or at press conferences. The
journalist’s information gathering task is limited to checking occasional facts.
And, as was mentioned repeatedly in the interviews, there is also the con-
stant pressure of the deadline which does not encourage for possibly ambi-
tious but surely uncertain adventures on the Internet at the expense of pro-
ductive labour.

The relationship between the audience and newspaper journalists does
not seem to be affected by the Internet. As one reporter said: “I don’t think
that e-mail or the Internet or whatever [device] brings journalism closer to
people - I mean, if people have something to say, they will surely contact
you.” One point in here is that reporters do not generally consider genuine
interactivity as an essential feature of their relationship with the audience.
Admittedly, the feedback from the audience is thought to be important, even
necessary for journalists, but even here one can sense some hesitation with
regard to the effects of the Internet: it is feared that getting feedback via an
information network instead of live contacts will further alienate journalists
and the audience from each other, and it is suspected that the feedback via
the Internet is biased towards better-off younger male readers. “Thinking of
elderly people in the countryside - you won’t get much feedback from them
via the Internet”, said one reporter. And feedback as such is still rather weak
interaction. If it is not followed by a reaction from the newsroom, it is just
another one-way line from the audience, simply replacing a hard copy letter
with a digital one.

The idea of actual conversation with the audience using the communica-
tive features of the Internet is clearly not very popular among newspaper
journalists. Here we come again to the newsroom’s everyday routines that
do not include and do not allow time for conversing digitally - or otherwise -
with the audience. It is not uncommon for e-mails from the audience to be
spiked for (possible) later treatment. “Well, there are limits to how much
interaction there can be considering that we still have to publish the paper”,
one reporter said. It seems that visions of interactive journalism produced by
journalists with the audience as collaborators and with the Internet as an
essential interactive tool, are very much premature. Again it should be em-
phasised that this concerns the traditional newspaper. It was a common atti-
tude among the interviewees that in an online newspaper, all the features of
the Internet, including interactivity, should be used to create a different type
of journalism.
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4.2.3 Assessing the view of newspaper reporters

The overall picture of the Internet in the newspaper reporter’s work presents
the new tool as something that is being adjusted in the settled pattern of
professional conventions instead of a device that is changing them. This view
resembles that of newspaper editors, thus implying that from the point of
view of the traditional media (or at least newspapers), the Internet is thought
to have fairly limited significance. The traditional routines are continued,
although some practices may change to a certain extent. Similar results were
also reported in a study of American newspaper editors and reporters (Singer
1997). In that study, journalists said they expected that in “an online world”,
the basic journalistic skills and competencies would remain largely the same,
even though the nature of work would probably change to some extent.
Compared to the promises attached to Internet communication, this is a some-
what conservative view. One self-evident explanation is that in the case of
newspaper reporters (as well as editors), we have been approaching the Internet
in the context of a traditional journalistic medium and its practices instead of
online media. It is possible that the publishing platform is a major factor
when considering the importance of the Internet in journalism.

On the other hand, it is possible to problematise this explanation by ques-
tioning the justification of traditional work conventions in newspapers. It
should be noted that in the reporters’ interviews the pressures and the hectic
nature of the routine work was used as an excuse for not utilising the Internet
to find alternative sources or to interact with the audience. The interviewees
complained for instance that because of their workload, they did not have
enough time to learn the Internet skills they would need, not to speak of
maintaining them by practising during the day. In some cases “surfing” the
Net was clearly considered something that is not part of the reporter’s job in
contrast to, say, reading other newspapers. In addition, the normal routines
can be performed satisfactorily by relying on accustomed sources and rather
superficial information. Finally, it was revealed that although the feedback
from the audience in itself is said to be important, genuine interaction which
includes personal conversations via e-mail, for instance, is nonetheless a
burden for journalists.

Stretching the point somewhat, it can be said that the conventional report-
er’s job in newspapers is, or is felt to be so laden with obligatory tasks that
there simply is no time to learn new skills in information gathering, or to
reform one’s source system, or to interact with the audience. Although the
Internet might well be a device for changing the situation, at least poten-
tially, the prevailing conventions tend to shrink its effect to such an extent
that it actually may strengthen traditional practices and roles in the newspa-
per reporter’s work instead of changing them.
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4.3. New media experts

4.3.1 A view from outside conventional journalism

As we saw above, newspaper editors and reporters took a view on the future
of journalism and the journalistic profession that was firmly anchored to the
perspective of traditional media. I now move on to look at a view which
opens up another perspective: this view is constructed on the basis of fo-
cused interviews with new media experts.6 This brings into the debate a view
from outside traditional media practices and conventions.

The view is constructed out of interviews with 20 persons, which means
that it cannot be reduced to the opinions of any single individual interviewee.
The group of respondents can be understood as a social object whose collec-
tive view has been condensed into a coherent and consistent synthesis. As
such it obviously leaves aside many points that individual interviewees might
have wanted to get across, but for the present purposes it is a useful way of
bringing a new voice into the debate.

The question of how journalism and the journalistic profession were ex-
pected to change was approached via the theme of publishing on the Internet
(in practice the World Wide Web). This concrete new communications tech-
nology served as an anchorage point for discussions on the new features of
journalism, changing professional practices, new training needs, the rela-
tionship between journalists and the audience and the role of the journalistic
profession in modern society.

4.3.2 Changing times

The view of new media and journalism experts opens up a slightly different
perspective on the current situation and on the future of journalism and the
journalistic profession than the views of the representatives of traditional
media. According to new media experts, we are living in a period of ongoing
changes which affect at least the day-to-day practices of journalism’s institu-
tions, the professional identity of journalists (particularly as far as their rela-

6 This study has been reported in “Audience calling, journalism do you read? Visions on online
journalism and journalists” (Heinonen 1998d, in Finnish). The material comprised 19 interviews
with a total of 20 persons (one of the interviews was with two persons). The interviews were done
between September and December 1997. All interviewees have first-hand experience of new media,
mainly the online medium, and many of traditional media too. They were recruited on the expectation
that they would have meaningful insights to offer on the future development of journalism. The
majority (16) of the interviewees were Finnish, two were Swedish and two American.
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tionship to the audience is concerned) and to some extent the role of journal-
ism (and journalists) in society.

New media experts have a very similar view to newspaper editors on the
future prospects of journalism at an institutional level: The arrival of new
communications technology will mean more and stiffer competition, but the
traditional media (including newspapers) will retain their position. However,
the traditional media will have to change with the times and give strategic
priority to the production of contents rather than rely exclusively on certain
publication media such as paper. As one of the interviewees commented: “I
think that newspapers should see their role as content producers: is there any
sense or need to own a printing press? Defining their role as a content pro-
ducer leads to the question as to how this task could and should be realised.”
If newspapers fail to change and stubbornly stick to the old, the innovative
challenge mounted by teleoperators, software houses, etc. may begin to un-
dermine the position of traditional media.

This vision on journalism and the journalistic profession is, at first glance,
rather difficult to interpret. On the one hand, new media experts expect to
see no changes in the foundations of journalism; on the other hand, they say
it might be necessary to review and update the concept of journalism. The
contradiction is explained by the fact that the constant element in journalism
is thought to be represented by its ideal image, by abstract notions of “jour-
nalism” and “journalist” that do not necessarily have anything to do with the
reality of journalistic practice. Journalistic practice, by contrast, may change
quite considerably with the arrival of new communications technology: modes
of presentation may become more diversified, interactional features draw
journalists and the audience closer, an element of community evolves in
journalism. According to one of the experts “there is emerging a kind of
audience which require of  their media a certain dialogue with the readers/
consumers”. This expert added that in the printed newspaper, the dialogue is
inevitably muffled: “The Net is the best medium available for creating that
kind of dialogue and community feeling, “. Following these changes, jour-
nalism would no longer be a one-way road where current affairs contents are
transmitted from the editorial room to a passive audience, but a process of
interaction, exchange and dialogue aimed at joint production of a content
with a much wider time-span than is currently the case.

Given the changes they expect to see in journalistic practices, it is logical
that new media experts also anticipate significant changes in the journalist’s
professional role. Although the basic ideals may remain the same - the jour-
nalist must be able to recognise a news story, know how to write, etc. - the
new medium also requires a host of new skills. Some of the new skills deal
with mastering the technology, as one of the experts said: “No matter how
easy they will make these [computer] systems to use, they will always in-
volve many technical dimensions”.  Technical skills are not, however, thought
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to be the most crucial of the journalists’ competencies in the Age of the Net.
What is required of the future journalist is not so much new manual skills as
a new attitude to the job. This has two dimensions: Firstly, in the future jour-
nalists will be required to process contents that can be used by several differ-
ent media at the same time. In other words, the requirement is that journalists
must be multi-skilled at least to an extent that they understand basic require-
ments of a copy in different media. Referring to the Internet, one of the
experts described this by saying that “the online journalist must have some
idea of what can be done with this medium, what it allows and what is not
possible”.

Secondly, journalists should be able to take advantage of the possibility
of two-way communication offered by information networks. This may be
one of the most crucial factors underlying the changes that are expected in
the forms of journalism and in the journalist’s qualification requirements.
“In online publishing”, one of the experts said, “the reaction from the read-
ers comes much more easily. There must be a stronger capability to receive
these reactions and to justify the stories”. This online accountability to read-
ers is something quite novel, since one would be hard put to describe tradi-
tional journalism as genuine dialogue between journalists and the audience,
never mind joint production of journalistic contents. This aspect of the new
media is heavily underlined in the view of new media experts. It follows that
the journalist’s new skills requirements also include a social dimension: the
new medium means that there is more immediate, more frequent and also
more edgy contact between the journalist and the audience than is the case in
traditional media. Ultimately this kind of interaction may even require of
journalists an ability to work together with the recipients of their work and
really treat them as collaborators rather than as an “audience” or “sources”.
The problem, as one of the experts said, is that “journalists are not exactly
known for their great social skills”.

This brings us to the question of the constancy of the concept of journal-
ism. If we have the audience responding to professional journalistic contents
on the Net and attaching their comments to those contents as equally re-
spected and presented parts, does this combination qualify as journalism any
more? What about the situation where members of the audience exchange
views or information on the digital pages of a journalistic online publication,
with the journalist withdrawing into a role of moderator? Or will professional
journalists in the future be expected - according to a new good journalistic
practice - to exchange views with the public via e-mail on a story they have
written? These aspects raised in the interviews indicate a change in journal-
ism.
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4.3.3 Assessing the view of new media experts

The view of new media experts seems quite unequivocal that the journalist’s
professional role is changing, and changing in a direction that does not nec-
essarily fit in with the traditional journalist’s identity. With the new interac-
tive media, journalists will be deprived of their traditional gatekeeper role in
a process of one-way communication and be transformed into agents in a
complex process of interactive communication.

On the other hand it would seem that the current role of journalists in
society will remain justifiable. The view of new media experts stresses that
the audience needs more help than ever to cope with the growing informa-
tion flow: given their limited time resources, the audience will need profes-
sionals to pick out for them such elements as they want to have for further
processing. This, of course, is the traditional job of the journalist in society.
However, there are no guarantees that the traditional journalist will be needed
to do this task in the future. Starting a publication is not only a theoretical
option on the Internet, as it has been in the traditional media environment.
With relatively moderate costs, just about anyone can nowadays start an online
publication and bring news (or materials that pass for news, “look-a-like-
news”) to the audience. Indeed journalists may see their place in society
taken over by public relations officers, advertisers or even by computer spe-
cialists, designing individually tailored programs that will monitor informa-
tion flows and pick out those parts that subscribers want to get. Increasingly,
journalists’ choice of what is considered newsworthy (i.e. journalism) is just
one of the many recommended agendas offered for the audience.

On the whole, the view of new media experts on the future prospects of
journalism and the journalistic profession is more dynamic than that of news-
paper editors and reporters. There is an inclination towards, perhaps even a
measure of enthusiasm about change. At the same time the concept of jour-
nalism appears to take on at least new dimensions, if not a new content alto-
gether. It is recognised that journalism and the journalistic profession have a
special importance and meaning in principle, but at the same time there is an
implicit criticism within this view which says that in the changing environ-
ment, the traditional determinants of journalism are quite simply not adequate.
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4.4 New media practice

4.4.1 A two-way relationship

The fourth view grows up out of new media practices. This is a researcher’s
analytical view which is abstracted from the actual contents of online publi-
cations on the Internet, from the message that is conveyed by those contents.
The view is constructed on the basis of research in which I analysed the
distinctive features of the content of online publications and from this van-
tage-point drew a picture of the potential implications of the new technology
environment to journalism and journalistic practices.7 This view operates si-
multaneously on two different levels. Firstly, it offers a description of the
present-day situation in that the material was collected from existing prod-
ucts in the real world rather than from the wishful views of visionaries. Sec-
ondly, it also looks ahead to the future in the sense that none of these publi-
cations (neither at the time of data collection nor at the time of writing) con-
tained all the various content features that the new technology seems to al-
low for.

The baseline assumption is that the whole exercise of publishing via in-
formation networks, and more specifically the Internet and the World Wide
Web, is worthwhile and meaningful. This is not as obvious and self-evident
a premise as we are ordinarily given to understand in the technology debate
on journalism. As indicated earlier, the Internet was initially intended as com-
munication rather than publishing media (in the sense that publishing is tra-
ditionally understood in journalism). The first uses of information networks
were to transmit simple textual messages, short notes or huge files, from the
computer of one individual or group to another’s. Traditional journalistic
publishing, by contrast, is based on assumptions of a large readership, on
one-way communication, on visual elements and most importantly on get-
ting as many people as possible interested. Thus, initially the features of
information networks did not fully coincide with the basic needs of journal-
istic publishing.

Having said that, one can note that the Internet has been adapted to better
meet the needs of diversified contents, such as journalism (the development
of web-browsers and related software is one example). At the same time,

7 The study has been reported in “Pushing and tailoring. Analysing the content features of online
publications from the perspective of journalism” (Heinonen 1998c, in Finnish) The material was
collected in autumn 1997. After preliminary observation, the basic data set was compiled from 47
online publications whose contents were analysed using a classification scheme. The sample in-
cluded not only journalistic but also other online publications: the purpose was to cover as broad a
range of new media contents as possible.
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journalism itself has adapted to the requirements of the new medium. For
example, because of technical shortcomings such as low bandwidths and
small and/or low-resolution screens, online publications tend to favour shorter
texts, small pictures, etc. so as to make reception on the computer screen at
least slightly less cumbersome. This implies, firstly, that publishing on the
Internet requires adjustment on the part of journalism. This is of course the
case with any medium, but indicates that online journalism is or should be
something else than, say, print journalism. Secondly, the relationship be-
tween the technologically new medium and journalism is a reciprocal one:
the medium shapes the contents, but at the same time the contents compels
the medium to adapt in line with the requirements of the contents.

4.4.2 Distinctive characteristics of online publications

I have condensed my analysis of the contents of Internet publications into
three dimensions. Firstly, there are certain characteristics in the new technol-
ogy publishing environment that have to do with the reorganisation of the
relationship between journalism and/or journalists and the audience. Sec-
ondly, there are certain noteworthy aspects in online publications that have
to do with the contents of those publications. And thirdly, there are certain
characteristics that pertain to the level of the journalism institution or media.
These dimensions are so versatile that in the following I will take just one
brief but illustrative example from each category under closer examination.

As far as the audience relationship is concerned, one of the new features
of publishing found in online publications is horizontal communication. In
this publishing connection what I mean by this is that within the communica-
tion space created by an online publication, any member of the audience can
communicate directly with another member or other members of the audi-
ence. It is also possible for the audience to communicate with sources. The
role of the publication and the journalist in horizontal communication is to
provide the space for communication by others, but otherwise to remain in
the role of a passive bystander.

In practice online publications have made use of this feature in the form
of open noticeboards, more or less real-time chatrooms, publications based
entirely or in part on collective writing and solutions in which the editorial
content is only the first, opening contribution. A Finnish online publication
called Duuni.net <http://www.duuni.net/> is a good example of an effort along
these lines. It is a publication with no printed version, though the publisher is
a renown publishing house. The concept of Duuni.net is based on member-
ship in the Duuni community. To become a member, you have to register by
providing personal information on the site. This will give you access to nu-
merous discussion groups, and you may get to know the other members by,
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for instance, studying their individual digital “visiting cards”. The core con-
cept of this publication is that most of the contents are produced by the mem-
bers in open (though moderated) discussion gropus which often carry news-
worthy current information. Nevertheless, Duuni.net also offers news serv-
ices targeted to its audience which consists predominantly of marketing and
other business people.

Technically speaking horizontal communication is “simply” a matter of
online publications putting to use the interactivity of information networks.
As far as journalistic principles go, the implications are more far-reaching:
after all, both the journalistic institution and the professional journalist are
here withdrawing very much into the background. It is not only that there is
no need for traditional editing in horizontal communication, but the journal-
ist’s traditional professional skills are quite simply not adequate for such
tasks as getting an online conversation going. In the case of Duuni.net, for
instance, the moderators of the discussion groups are not journalists but
members of the community.

A significant new feature with regard to the contents that can be found in
online publications is the expansion of space and time. As far as physical
space is concerned there are in principle no other limitations to the length of
an online publication or any specific part of that publication except those
presented by the capacity of the server. Indeed publications on the Internet
have the potential to carry quite massive stories, something that newspapers
could only try to do through exhausting serialisation. (It is another matter
altogether how much point there is in publishing such stories on the Internet
as long as line speeds and interfaces are as slow and cumbersome as they are
today.) One example of an extensive use of the features of Internet commu-
nication is a story called “Blackhawk Down” <http://www.phillynews.com/
packages/somalia/nov16/default.asp> published in 1997 in the Philadelphia
Online. The story consists of 30 parts which contain traditional textual re-
porting, story-telling in an almost literary style, audio and video clips,
animations and photographs. The story is almost too big and too difficult to
consume, but it nevertheless gives an idea of what can be done with an
online newspaper compared to a printed one.

The widening of the time horizon with online media may have two di-
mensions, depending on the angle we take. The Internet allows for contents
to be updated almost on a real-time basis, which for newspapers that are
accustomed to the 24-hour daily rhythm may at once be an exciting and a
traumatic experience. On the other hand, this publishing medium has a virtu-
ally limitless storing capacity, which means that earlier contents are always
accessible to the audience. Indeed, many online newspapers have a facility
which allows readers to conduct searches in their archives and in this way to
contextualise daily pieces of news with earlier material. Journalistic institu-
tions and journalists do not necessarily feel very comfortable with this: while
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previously a story would be “history” by the time the next one was pub-
lished, now its life-span and in a sense the journalist’s responsibility for its
contents lasts much longer. The traditional journalistic mentality of “writing
once, forgetting immediately” will thus be challenged.

This is again “simply” a matter of putting certain features of Internet tech-
nology to effective use in publishing. Nonetheless it does raise important
questions about the principles of journalism, or at the very least calls for a
new orientation to the journalistic work process. For instance, as can be seen
in some publications, it is technically quite easy to compile process news on
the Internet: the news may consist of real-time flashes, background stories
may be linked to them from archives, comments and new background sto-
ries may be added as the event unfolds and the whole issue can be
contextualised by means of hypertext throughout the Internet information
space. However, the process as a whole requires an approach as well as
professional competencies that are essentially different from those needed in
conventional news and current affairs journalism.

One of the features on the level of media or journalism institutions is that
online publishing may further blur the boundaries of journalism. It can be
observed in online publications that on the Internet, it may be even more
difficult than it is in traditional media to distinguish between journalistic and
non-journalistic contents. The Finnish online publication FriscoNet <http://
www.frisconet.fi/> is specifically aimed at young people with contents re-
flecting this: its pages feature music columns, articles about television shows,
quizzes, sports, etc. Although the contents resemble journalism, the site is
sponsored by a soft-drink company. The actual content producer is a sepa-
rate publisher (not a traditional media house), which calls the site “a com-
mercial web-publication”. In this case the sponsoring is detectable by the
ever-present images of the sponsor’s products. On the Internet there are count-
less other sponsored publications that are produced in the format of journal-
istic publications, links are provided for easy access from journalistic con-
tents to commercial contents, and in some journalistic publications part of
the contents is produced outside the editorial room.

However, the Internet can obviously not take all the blame (or perhaps in
some cases the credit) for this confusion; after all textual advertising is a
familiar phenomenon in newspapers as well. Indeed it may well be that these
kinds of features will eventually cease to be a problem as both the people
producing the publications and their audiences learn how different elements
in the new medium should be marked and detected.
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4.4.3 Assessing the view of new media practice

Looking at the contents of online publications, it seems quite clear that the
range of journalistic methods, processes and forms of expression are set to
expand with the Internet. Online publishing may also change the journalist’s
relationship to the audience, at the same time as the very essence of journal-
ism may be blurred. Indeed the view constructed out of new media practices
portrays the Internet as a more potent and dynamic source of change in jour-
nalism than the view of new media experts, and certainly than the view of
newspaper editors and reporters. This indicates that the communicative fea-
tures of the Internet have more to offer to journalism than practitioners are
willing to or capable of  putting to effective use.

However, it is important to bear in mind that the explicit purpose of the
study reviewed above was to identify new features found in the contents of
online publications. These features were searched for from a fairly extensive
sample, which in turn was formed on the basis of preliminary observations
of an even more extensive variety of online publications. The reality of pro-
ducing individual online publications is certainly a much more mundane
business than one might be inclined to think on the basis of this presentation.
The majority of online publications still have very few distinctive features;
this applies most particularly to the publications of traditional media houses.
This is not only a matter of attitudes but also of resources dedicated to ex-
periments in online journalism in any given publication. In everyday reality,
journalism and its professional practices have not changed very much after
all, even online.

It is noteworthy that many of the points raised above are not as such tied
up with any particular technology. For example, there has been much debate
on the question of journalism’s relationship to its audience in the context of
newspapers as well, and the writing of background process news is not nec-
essarily dependent on the amount of time or space available. Indeed it seems
that the debate on the possibilities opened by the Internet is raising questions
that do not have to do only with a particular technology, but that go deeper
into the essence of journalism and the journalistic profession.
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5. Conclusions

“Journalism...is rather in disarray these days, beset by a bafflement of
purposes, a damaged self-understanding, and a confusion of mission
and possibilities.” (Carey 1997, 330)

Carey’s conclusion is an appropriate way to open the final chapter of this
study on journalism and the journalistic profession in the Age of the Net.
Although the Internet is just one of the reasons for the present confusion in
journalism, it does seem to be a point of culmination for many trends affect-
ing journalism. As an icon of the Information Society, the Internet highlights
the issues that journalism encounters when new communications technol-
ogy is introduced in society. Carey describes the relationship of journalism
and the Information Society in rather strong terms: “...the ‘information soci-
ety’ has destroyed or radically transformed the organizational base of jour-
nalism and created a new system for the industrial production of culture”
(ibid., 329). This is quite a sharp and all-embracing assessment of what is
supposedly happening to journalism in our time, and I have read it as an
invitation to scrutinise the situation in closer detail. In this study I have tried
to answer that invitation by exploring journalism and the journalistic profes-
sion in the Information Society, which I have done by studying the effects of
the Internet from different perspectives of journalism. In this chapter I will
try to sum up my work by reviewing the findings of the study and reflecting
upon them in the light of the premises of the study. I will begin with an
assessment of the four empirical research projects, proceed from there “back-
wards” to re-visit the reasonings for the change of journalism and conclude
with a look ahead.

5.1 Two inclinations

Drawing essentially on my four empirical studies but spicing up their find-
ings with substances from the literature, it is possible to identify two basic
inclinations within journalism with regard to the effects of the Internet. The
first one can be called the revolutionary inclination and the second one the
evolutionary inclination. These abstract typifications are obviously useful
for analytical purposes only, since in real life it is very rarely that one en-
counters pure representatives of either inclination.
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The characteristic feature of the revolutionary inclination is that the Internet
and what it represents (digital communication, computerisation, interactive
vertical and horizontal communication, global accessibility, etc.) marks a
turning-point in the history of journalism: from here on, journalism will never
be what it used be. From the perspective of the evolutionary inclination, the
Internet does bring about significant changes to journalism as a social and
economic institution, as a professional practice and consequently to the jour-
nalist’s role, but essentially journalism will be carried out rather convention-
ally. Starting with these basic differences, we can review the issues that Internet
communication poses to journalism.

As regards the question of newspaper publishing and the Internet, the
revolutionary inclination tends to emphasise the advantages of electronic
(web) publishing over publishing on paper. The technical features of the
Internet combined with computer-aided communication are considered so
superior that the accent is placed on developing online publications. Being
real-time, global, interactive and multi-media is something that cannot be
achieved by clinging to the “Gutenbergian platform”, so there is no reason
to preserve the outdated traditions of print journalism. In practice this means
that news should be originally constructed with the intention to publish them
online, making use of all the means and ways available to present them in a
digital communication environment. The possibilities to improve the rela-
tionship between the profession and the audience by means of Internet com-
munication is one important aspect in the revolutionary inclination.

From the point of view of evolutionary inclination, the newspaper on
paper will remain the basic platform for journalism. In this inclination the
strive for multi-purpose or recycling news production is accepted as far as it
does not “cannibalise” (the trade jargon often heard at publishers’ gather-
ings) the main product. The evolutionary inclination reminds us that for the
foreseeable future, the printed newspaper and its advertisements will con-
tinue to bring in the revenues, and possible new competitors from outside
the traditional media are not seen as a serious threat. Consequently, the online
newspaper (if it is launched) is treated more as a technical testing device, it is
designed to resemble the printed newspaper and its contents are shovelled
preferably with automatic software from the editorial systems of paper news-
papers. The problem of losing contact with the audience is admitted but
treated in other ways than using the Internet as a tool for building a reader-
ship community.

As for the effects that the Internet has in terms of empowering journalists
with new tools, the two inclinations do not at first glance seem to differ very
drastically. The Internet is seen as a potentially useful source of information
for journalists, and the necessary skills needed to utilise the tool are consid-
ered essential for journalists. Therefore the Internet is considered to be a
crucial element in both the basic education and the further training of jour-
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nalists. However, differences appear when we talk about the practical meas-
ures that need to be taken in order to secure the effective use of the Internet
in newsrooms. The revolutionary inclination equates the Internet with the
telephone, implying that it should be as easy to use the Internet as it is to
make a phonecall: accessible from each workstation, involving no unneces-
sary restrictions and, most importantly, an approved part of the journalist’s
daily tasks. The evolutionary inclination proposes a more experimental ap-
proach with dedicated Internet terminals protected by restrictive firewalls.
Using the Internet is considered “surfing”, and it is seen as an exceptional
activity that should not endanger the traditional standards of journalism by
replacing trusted methods and sources with dubious cyberspace ones.

As regards the professional role of journalists, the differences between
the revolutionary and evolutionary inclinations are perhaps most clearly vis-
ible. While the revolutionary inclination assumes that the traditional role of
journalists as information brokers and gatekeepers of information will di-
minish if not altogether disappear due to the Internet and the new communi-
cation habits induced by it, this is not considered a major cause of concern.
Indeed, the appearance of horizontal communication between citizens is seen
as a healthy sign from the point of view of democratic processes, for in-
stance. Similarly, the possibility of citizens to have equal access with jour-
nalists to original sources of news via an information network is considered
to enhance the accountability of journalism and hence actually to strengthen
its position. Genuine interaction using the Internet is supposed to have the
same effect by bringing the audience and journalists closer together.

The evolutionary inclination stresses the role of journalists as information
mediators. Journalists’ traditional task of finding and selecting information
on behalf of the audience and presenting it to them is by no means disap-
pearing in the Information Society. On the contrary, as the (over)flow of
information increases, there is in fact an even greater need for professionals
who are capable of filtering relevant information according to “everlasting”
journalistic principles. This role does not exclude closer interaction with the
audience, but it is not considered a primary task compared to proper journal-
istic routines.

As we can see, there are various dimensions that differentiate between
these typifications. There is the attitude towards new technology, there is the
question of securing profits in journalism, there is the problem of the audi-
ence deserting journalists and there is the self-reflection of the profession.
The relationship of the Internet with journalism exceeds the boundaries of
technology, confirming that when the effects of technology (the Internet) on
a social phenomenon (journalism) are assessed it is necessary to take into
account other factors apart from technology.
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5.2. Intervening aspects

No doubt one of the most important aspects that will define the actual effect
of the Internet on journalism is the attitude of the audience. The crucial dif-
ference between the Internet and earlier technological innovations in the
sphere of communication, especially newspapers, is that in this case the out-
come depends largely on citizens, not on journalistic and other media agents.
As has been pointed out with regard to the publishing industry and the Internet:
“In contrast to the earlier situation, this consumer orientated development
and its impact cannot be controlled by the publishers.” (Enlund 1996, 27).
Earlier technological novelties in newspapers had to do primarily with tech-
nical production (printing presses, computerised composition, etc.) which
comes in the sphere of entrepreneurial decision-making, whereas the Internet
is an open communication medium and its fate depends on how the public at
large adopt it.

The behaviour of the audience has two dimensions that are relevant to the
relationship of the Internet and journalism. The aspect that is discussed most
widely is the one where citizens are seen as suppliers of Internet-related tech-
nology. The rhetoric in this respect is about the penetration of computers in
households, about the number of Internet connections per person in any
given country and about citizens as consumers of Internet services. This
aspect is obvisously very important since without adequate hardware and
software, citizens will not be able to participate in Internet communication. It
is also important to journalism how the audience for online journalism is
constructed. At the moment Internet users are predominantly youngish, well-
to-do, educated male citizens, although some findings in the USA imply that
the profile of Internet users is drifting closer to the profile of the average
citizen (Online newcomers..., 1999). The result may be that online journal-
ism is primarily directed to serve certain elites in society instead of the broader
public.

A related issue is that in the network society, the presumption of a rela-
tively homogenous, wide audience may no longer be valid. Even the per-
formance of traditional media has been moving towards segmentation (see
e.g. Castells 1996, 337-342), and the Internet may further enhance this trend
because customised output is technically rather easy to realise. It is impor-
tant to note that although the media may strengthen the tendencies of frag-
mentation in society by targeting different contents to different audience seg-
ments, the phenomenon itself has its roots in social development. Society
during the industrial age was characterised by a strive for channels of public
expression based on the need for shared communication (McQuail 1992, 6),
whereas the social patterns of the Information Society seem to be character-
ised by “widespread social and cultural differentation, leading to the seg-
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mentation of the users/viewers/readers/listeners” (Castells 1996, 370; em-
phasis removed). From the point of view of journalism, this trend is prob-
lematic because it may undermine the special status of journalism and jour-
nalists as agents of public interest.

Another issue is how and for what purposes the audience will actually use
the Internet, provided it has adequate devices at its disposal. Earlier I re-
minded that the Internet was originally a communication medium in the sense
of point-to-point or many-to-many messaging. Mass-scale publishing, espe-
cially journalistic publishing, is a late-comer in cyberspace and even today it
can be assumed that “the use of the Internet...for journalism appears to be a
minor sideline when compared to the mega flows of trivia, entertainment,
chatting, role playing and other games...” (Dahlgren 1996, 61). It is quite
possible that the Internet is not a proper platform for journalism after all - at
least for the conventional one-to-many, one-way journalism of traditional
media. The audience may want to use the Internet for fun, and even if it is
used for obtaining information that will not necessarily involve journalistic
media. There are countless other information sources on the Internet from
discussion groups to the web-sites of original sources. The Internet may
change citizens’ communication culture, leading them away from journal-
ism.

Another important factor with regard to the Internet and journalism is the
nature of journalism as business. As indicated earlier in this study, media
executives (here represented by editors) tend to judge the Internet from the
business perspective. In this respect experiences of Internet ventures have
not exactly been encouraging: very few media have made a profit out of
their journalistic web-sites. This may have to do with the environment of the
Internet, which is alien to journalism: “The Web was not designed as a com-
mercial medium, but as a way to distribute and connect information to com-
munities of interest.” (Caruso 1997, 33) Indeed, one important feature of
Internet communication has been that its contents are free. Although this is
now slowly beginning to change, it seems to be extraordinarily difficult to
charge a fee for Internet news services. The logic of business suggests that
investing in developing journalism on the Internet is non-productive, espe-
cially when the trend in media corporations appears to be that journalism is
more and more profit-driven (see Hickey 1998 and related articles).

Even when publishing houses make investments in new media, the mo-
tives may be narrowly business-oriented. Instead of aiming at better quality
in journalism or deeper interaction between journalism and its audience or
other similar public service interests, the Internet is seen predominantly as a
possible way of lowering production costs. This attitude applies not only to
the Internet, but reflects the habitual behaviour of media executives with
regard to new technology. Referring to a survey on the use of new technolo-
gies in newsrooms, Paul (1995) observed that “most enthusiasm on the part
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of the management was about cutting cost, doing things faster and providing
more glitz”. In the case of the Internet this could mean a strategy of re-
cycling printed news in online newspapers and possibly in mobile media,
while downsizing original beat reporting for the benefit of “re-purposing”,
and forgetting the possibilities of the Internet as an information gathering
resource.

The shape that Internet communication will take in society will depend
not only on business-driven interests, but also and importantly on statutory
regulation on international, national and local levels. This intervening aspect
is a cluster of explicit (laws, statutes, EU directives, etc.) and implicit (public
subsidies, taxation, etc.) actions that form communication policies, copy-
right arrangements and networking infrastructure (lines, public access Internet
terminals, R&D funding) that either improve or hinder the spread of Internet
use. For instance, regulations concerning public access to official data is an
important factor. In principle, digital and network technologies make the
databases maintained by the authorities more accessible to the public as well
as to journalists. In practice, this is often invalidated by bureaucratic atti-
tudes and/or restrictive legislation. Improved means of communication are
not a sufficient condition in expanding the transparency of administration.
Considering the significance of the Internet for journalists, this is an impor-
tant aspect.

It is also important to note that the overall trend in the 1990s in statutory
regulation has been towards deregulation, which in practice has meant that
communications has been moulded more by business interests than by pub-
lic interest as expressed by democratically elected public authorities: “The
pace and development of media development is increasingly determined by
powerful global corporations rather than by governments.” (McQuail 1997,
512) This most certainly will have an impact on the development of the
Internet, too. From a business point of view the ideal user of the Internet is a
paying customer, whereas in terms of public interest the ideal user might be
one who is a participating citizen. In fact, in the longer run the latter strategy
might well be more productive from the point of view of journalism as well,
because it indicates a formation of a wide base of users which could provide
mass-scale audiences for journalism.

The fourth aspect shaping the relationship of journalism and the Internet
is the pattern of professional practices. Carey (1997, 331) emphasises that
journalists are shaped not by ideals but by practices: “Journalists are consti-
tuted in practice.” It has been shown earlier that adapting the Internet to
journalistic work requires new kinds of professional practices, but at least to
a certain extent traditional practices act as a resisting force limiting for in-
stance the use of the Internet’s interactive features. Conventional journalistic
practices seem to take up so much of the journalist’s time that there is no
chance to take advantage of the new resources available. Following Carey,
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we may conclude that prevailing traditional practices hinder the emergence
of the Internet Age journalist and journalism.

The obvious question that arises now is this: how can existing practices
be changed if those who are performing the practices are made by them?
The autocratic answer is that practices will change when those who have
sufficient power order them to be changed. This applies to journalism, too,
since newsrooms are very much hierarchic organisations. Reporters perform
tasks that are assigned to them by editors, and editors convey the will of the
publishers and owners. If for business interests or other reasons the owners
judge interactional journalism to be for the good, then no doubt the daily
practices will be re-designed so that journalists will have plenty of time to
converse online with the audience.

This angle is rather one-sided, however, presenting journalists as mari-
onettes without their own will and judgement. We also need to take into
account the self-understanding of the profession. Although ultimately doing
journalism for money, journalists maintain a distinctive professional identity
which is cherished and upheld by a system of professional organisation,
ethics and education. As indicated earlier, this identity is very much based
on the principle of detachment so that journalists consider themselves out-
siders in the issues on which they report in society. On the other hand, there
are signs now within the profession which imply that this detachment has
gone too far, leaving journalists isolated from the audience they are sup-
posed to serve. Especially in the public or citizen journalism movement (see
e.g. Lambeth et al. 1998) it is emphasised that journalists should be better
aware of citizens’ agenda. If this kind of tendency gathers momentum within
the journalistic profession, the detaching identity may transform into an “at-
taching” one, creating a need for better tools and skills for communicating
with the audience.

Finally, there is the technology itself. It should be remembered that the
Internet was not born and that it is not being developed primarly for the
purposes of journalism. Therefore the problems of journalism on the Internet
- cumbersome interface, the confusing organisation of WWW, the required
new skills, etc. - will probably continue regardless of the inconveniences
they cause for the media. Technology is not of course developed according
to its own logic, but in relation to its use and the response it gets in society. In
this regard also journalism is one source of feedback to technical developers
involved in designing new versions of interfaces, browsing software and so
on. However, journalistic institutions are only one user of the Internet and
therefore there are no guarantees that Internet technology will develop in the
direction the journalistic media would like to see it develop.
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5.3. Looking ahead

The Internet, as we have seen above, serves as a useful device for analysing
journalism in the context of the Information Society. Though basically a tech-
nological item, the Internet is at the same time a symbolic emblem of the
recent trends in society. It crystallises the development in the fields of com-
munications technology, business economies and public sector as well as in
cultural spheres. Against this background it is not at all surprising that some
very basic questions of journalism have emerged in the course of this study,
questions which in essence are not technological but which are actualised
because of the overall social change expressed in this study by Internet tech-
nology. The Internet is a catalyst that brings fundamental issues of journal-
ism into the limelight.

In conclusion, let me briefly highlight some key notions with regard to
the future of journalism that have emerged from this study of the Internet
and journalism, and contemplate their implications to journalism education
and journalism research.

First of all, it seems quite clear to me that in network society the role and
nature of journalism is changing. One important aspect in this regard is the
changing relationship between journalism and the audience. This has two
sides to it: On the one hand journalism has to deal with the fragmenting
audience, and on the other hand it should try to maintain its status as a cohe-
sive informator in society. Fragmented but at the same time possibly global
audiences lead journalism to greater diversification of its performance. From
the business point of view this vision must be tempting, since the media can
choose the best paying customers as their target groups. However, we should
remember that although new technology allows for a more diversified out-
put in journalism, this is not genuine personalisation of journalism in the
sense that the journalistic work process is designed to meet individual tastes.
For practical and economical reasons, journalism consists for the main part
of bulk production even in the Age of the Net, and it is only in the receiving
process that individuals in the audience can make choices using personalis-
ing technology; and even then, most of the choices that can be made are
defined by the media. What is emerging, however, is journalism that is con-
sumed in a more diversified way according to the various interests of a frag-
mented audience.

Despite the growing diversification in the consumption of journalism, I
consider it unlikely that general purpose journalism will disappear. One rea-
son for this is that as a social institution, journalism claims its status by refer-
ring to its role as a servant of public interest. Targeting journalism exclu-
sively to certain elite groups in society undermines the justification of this
claim. Another reason is that in a democracy, there is a social need for shared
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information. To be able to act as citizens, people need to have a journalism
that monitors the surrounding world (globally and locally) and tells about
events that affect them all. (Singer 1998) Therefore journalism will probably
retain its social standing in the Information Society as well. Drawing on
Schudson (1995, 1-2), one can say that if journalism were somehow to dis-
appear, it would soon be re-invented: “It is hard to picture the contemporary
world, even in the face of a technology that makes each of us potentially
equal senders and receivers of information, without a specialized institution
of journalism”. One important and rather practical reason for this is that the
audience is after all relatively content with the setting where someone else is
delivering situation reports of ongoing matters. Most people hardly have the
time or the desire to organise their own information gathering devices, no
matter how easy-to-use technologies the Internet environment will make avail-
able.

However, even though journalism will probably retain its fundamental
function in society, I think it is necessary for journalists to re-think their
position as professional communicators and let the audience into the realm
of journalism. In network society, with global interactive communications
technology enabling horizontal citizen communication and with multiple
opportunities to by-pass journalists using alternative information channels,
the audience is in a position to seriously challenge journalists as information
(and entertainment) disseminators. Therefore the profession must find ways
to build an attaching relationship with the audience. As has become clear in
this study, the traditions of the profession as well as journalists’ present role
perceptions lean heavily on the attitude of detachment. While being part of
the profession’s strive for an autonomous status in society, detachment has
also meant the exclusion of the audience from journalism; the audience has
been positioned as a passive receiver. In network society this setting should
change: the audience should gain a more active role in journalism, including
the journalistic work process. The interactive features of Internet communi-
cation mean that the audience can become a genuine coproducer of journal-
ism, especially in online media, or at least an active debater with journalists,
a debater who is not only listened to but also conversed with. Whether or not
this possibility can be realise, however, depends on the professional identity
of journalists.

Allowing the audience to become an active partner in journalism does
not, in my opinion, mean that the profession will lose its position in society.
On the contrary, a closer relationship between the audience and journalists
could enhance the role of journalists as agents of public interest in their com-
munities. Combining the spirit of public journalism and the possibilities of
interactive communications technology may well create a better understand-
ing between journalists and the audience. This could result in a strengthen-
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ing of civil society by way of letting citizen communication and journalism
enrich each other.

At the same time this new “attaching” professional identity would help
journalists to distinguish themselves as professionals from emerging new
information disseminators. As we have seen in this study, it is very likely that
new communications technology will attract new entrepreuners into the field
of journalism as well. These new competitors, with little or no journalistic
traditions,  practise what can be called fringe journalism in the sense that
journalism is not their core activity, and also in the sense that they are oper-
ating on the periphery of journalistic sphere, often with no intention of offer-
ing full-scale journalism services. Although the actual journalistic content in
new online publications may be produced by a staff with journalistic skills,
the publishers themselves are mostly unaware of journalistic values and jour-
nalistic professional culture, including journalistic ethics. This may give tra-
ditional journalistic institutions and their journalists an advantage, because,
in spite of well grounded journalism criticism, the traditional media and the
profession itself still carry an aura of trustworthiness.

This is not to say that the profession and traditional journalistic media
should or even could go on with their daily routines in network society in the
same way as before. The need for more attaching journalism was mentioned
earlier, but there is more to be considered. In our society of information
overload, it is not sufficient for journalists to adhere only to the role of infor-
mation disseminator. Mediating information from sources to the audience
has been the essence of the detaching professional identity of journalists, but
in the future this task can and most possibly will be carried out by a multi-
tude of new actors from news services of fringe journalism to applications
such as intelligent agents roaming all over the Internet. In order to maintain
their status in society journalists have to offer more than isolated facts. One
of the most important features of this augmented journalism is the
contextualisation of issues. This implies that journalists are bound to discard
their role as objective by-standers in society; they must make issues under-
standable, which means presenting interpretations and opinions. In addition,
contextualisation can be served by more transparent journalism which openly
presents its sources and work processes. Again, although new communica-
tions technology makes this possible, the crucial factor is how the profession
understands its role with regard to the audience and democracy.

The strong suggestion to the journalistic profession in the Information
Society is that journalists should no longer perceive themselves as tradi-
tional gatekeepers in society’s communication processes. This obviously re-
quires self-examination among the profession, but it should be noted that
journalists are by no means alone in this turmoil of professional roles. This is
a reflection of what is happening elsewhere in society, where “the profes-
sions have lost their former bases of social status” (Konttinen 1989, 176). In
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order to (re-)gain their former positions, the professions should develop “nar-
row intellectual techniques and a narrow specialization” (ibid.). In the case
of journalists this is extremely difficult, because the potentialities of Internet
communication tend to undermine the traditional position of journalists in
communication processes in society. Admittedly, as was said earlier, the jour-
nalist will be needed, but more as an interpreter of events and an orientator
of civil society than as “the one who decides what people need to know”
(Singer 1997, 73). This will be a major change in the profession’s social role
or at least in how the profession itself wants to define its status, and it may
well be that the actual social role will change faster than the role perception
within the profession.  Therefore the profession and individual journalists
now seem to be in a situation where it is necessary to define the profession’s
attitude towards the changing social enviroment.

 Secondly, what has been presented above indicates that new professional
qualifications will emerge. Indeed, the study suggests that the Internet must
be incorporated in journalism education. Regardless of its use in journalistic
publishing, the Internet evidently is an information gathering tool for jour-
nalism in all, new and old, media. The skills required in this respect should
become an essential and natural part of the journalists’ professionalism, not
tomorrow but today. The challenge for journalism education institutions is
perhaps not so much to arrange Internet courses, but to arrange them so that
they are an integral part of overall journalism training. Ad hoc or specialised
Internet courses give exactly the wrong impression, presenting the Internet
as a peculiar phenomenon instead of one natural strategy of journalistic in-
formation gathering. It may be necessary to organise special Internet train-
ing for those journalists who entered the profession before the Age of the Net
and who were thus left without basic Internet literacy, but newcomers in
journalism education are certainly familiar with the Internet. In their case the
main thing is not to teach them how to use the Internet but to show how it can
be used to improve the quality of journalism. This requires not only the teach-
ing of search techniques, but also providing future journalists with intellec-
tual tools for processing, evaluating and contextualising information.

The question of Internet publishing in journalism education is a bit more
complicated. In the light of this study and observations in the media indus-
try, it seems unlikely that there will be a considerable amount of jobs avail-
able for special online journalists in the near future. So far vacancies have
been scarce and jobs have mainly consisted of routines of online publishing
(coding, editing) instead of creative new media journalism. On the other
hand, and regardless of the Internet, it seems - on the basis of what has been
proposed by publishers - that in the future, journalists will be expected to be
able to work across different media. The implication is that journalism edu-
cation should be able to give novices of the profession the basic skills and
competencies they need to work in various media. This is not to say that the
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individual journalist should profoundly master all media, but in order to sur-
vive in the labour market all should have a basic understanding of various
traditional as well as new media requirements. This is no minor task for jour-
nalism education, since the new skills that need to be taught will not displace
the old, traditional ones, and this inevitably stretches the resources available.
A further problem is that existing journalism education is not very well pre-
pared for providing new journalists with the kind of social skills that seem to
be important in online journalism in network society.

Finally, there is the issue of researching journalism of the Information
Society. This study has intentionally been focused on the Internet and its
effects on journalism, but the project has made it clear that the question of
journalism in the Information Society deserves to be examined from other
perspectives, too. One possible approach is to try and define a research agenda
for journalism as a social phenomenon in the Information Society, with the
purpose of updating the position of journalism in changing society in rela-
tion to democracy and the public sphere. Basically, the research setting in
itself would be traditional: the relationship of journalism, democracy and the
public sphere, but now in the context of the Information Society the ap-
proach would be defined to meet the characteristics of the new situation. (see
Figure 5.1).

Figure 5.1 Approach for journalism research in the Information Society.

The underlying premise is that society is seen as an Information Society or at
least as being in the process of transforming from industrial society into a
network society. This implies that the significance of new communications
technology and its consequences are recognised, though not of course nec-
essarily accepted.

The journalism dimension in the research agenda would thus be oriented
towards network and other new media. Concrete research questions could
include multi-media storytelling in online news, mastering new information
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sources or the community-building features of online newspapers. On the
democracy dimension, then, the emphasis would be on the role of journal-
ism in contributing to democratic participation for instance by providing
”orientating journalism” (Bardoel 1996, 297) by means of new communica-
tions technology and new professional practices. Lastly, in the era of net-
work communication, journalism should be seen as a parallel information
channel alongside citizen communication. Research should address the ques-
tion of how journalism could contribute to and/or benefit from the horizontal
citizen communication enabled by information networks.

In this setting the actual technology is not neglected, but it is assessed in
the social context and, most importantly, from the normative premise of par-
ticipatory and transparent democracy and in terms of how applicable it is
from these perspectives. This kind of contribution from journalism research
would undoubtedly be useful also from the point of view of developing com-
munications technology. Far too often technology development is directed
by its own logics instead of the actual social needs of its users. It has been
pointed out that “much present-day research focuses on social adaptation to
IT [information technology], rather than how IT may be designed to suit
people” (Lyon 1995, 59). By trying to understand the priorities and prefer-
ences of the citizens and journalism, this socially oriented research setting
might help to overcome that shortcoming.
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